
CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELSERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANAbstrat. We prove that if L[E℄ is a Jensen extender model, then L[E℄satis�es the Gap-1 morass priniple. As a orollary to this and a theoremof Jensen, the model L[E℄ satis�es the Gap-2 Cardinal Transfer Property(�++; �)! (�++; �) for all in�nite ardinals � and �.AMS Subjet Classi�ation: 03E05, 03E45, 03E55Keywords: Extender model, Fine Struture, MorassJensen isolated �, �, morass and other ombinatorial priniples in his work onthe �ne struture of L and its appliations. One of these appliations was to theGap-1 Transfer Property (�+; �)! (�+; �):The arrow notation means the following. Let _U be a unary prediate symbol ofan arbitrary ountable �rst order language. Suppose that A is a struture of thislanguage with ard(A) = �+ and ard( _UA) = �. Then there exists B � A withard(B) = �+ and ard( _UB) = �.Vaught proved that (�+; �)! (!1; !) for all in�nite ardinals �. Chang provedthat (!1; !) ! (�+; �) when � is a regular ardinal. These two are results ofZFC + GCH alone. Finally, Jensen added �� to the hypothesis and proved that(!1; !)! (�+; �) when � is a singular ardinal. It is interesting to note that Shelah[17℄ proved later that for singular strong limit �, there is a priniple S� very similarto �� suh that� �� implies S�,� S� implies Jensen's weak square priniple ���, and� S� is equivalent to (!1; !)! (�+; �).The �rst author was supported in part by NSF grants DMS-0400467 and DMS-0700047.The seond author was supported in part by NSF grants DMS-0204728 and DMS-0500799.1



2 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANJensen also proved that the Gap-2 Transfer Property(�++; �) �! (�++; �)holds for all in�nite ardinals � and � in L. For regular �, what Jensen really usedbesides GCH is a �+-morass. A ombination of �� and a �+-morass with built-in��+ is what he used for singular �. It is interesting that the \built-in ��+" isatually obtained purely ombinatorially from �� and ��+ , again by an argumentof Jensen.This paper is onerned with Jensen's ombinatorial priniples in models on-struted from sequenes of extenders. That is, models of the form L[E℄. In [15℄, theauthors showed that in L[E℄, �� holds i� � is not a subompat ardinal. Thus,the Gap-1 Transfer Property holds in L[E℄. It seems like the methods developed in[15℄ an be used to generalize Jensen's theorems about the ombinatorial strutureof L to L[E℄. Here we verify this feeling at least as far as what went into Jensen'swork on the Gap-2 Cardinal Transfer Properties is onerned. We will see that inL[E℄, there is a �-morass regardless of whether � is subompat or not. By apply-ing results of [15℄ to Jensen's argument on morasses with built-in square sequenes,we also get �+-morass with built-in ��+ when � is not subompat. This suÆesto onlude that the Gap-2 ardinal transfer property holds in L[E℄ for the trivialreason that singular ardinals are not subompat.The fundamental reason that the �ne struture of L[E℄ is trikier than thatof L is the failure of a ertain form of ondensation. Very roughly, this problemwas overome in [15℄ by laying out the universe di�erently, using a sequene ofextenders and their fragments, and by showing that ondensation holds relativeto this replaement sequene. Our replaement method failed exatly when wewere working between a subompat and its suessor, whih is what led to theharaterization of when �� holds in L[E℄. As the reader will see, we an avoidthis sort of failure entirely in the onstrution of a �+-morass.For the reader who is familiar with a morass onstrution in L and with extendermodels, let us say more to illustrate why an overly naive generalization does notwork. Assume V = L[E℄. Let � be a measurable ardinal and � = �+. We disussa putative onstrution of an �-morass. Suppose that � < �+ is a loal suessor of�. This means that � is the largest ardinal in JE� . Say �� is a loal suessor of �



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 3and �� is a loal suessor of ��. We must deide whether or not �� � � where � is themorass order. Let M be the level of L[E℄ over whih � is seen to have ardinality�. By EMtop we mean the top extender of M , whih in this ase is just EOn\M . Forthe sake of this example, we assume that r(EMtop) = � and that every element ofMis �1-de�nable in M from parameters < �. Let � : �M ! M be the inverse of theMostowski ollapse of the �1-hull of �� in M . Assume that �(��) = � and �(�� ) = � .Based on the proof in L, we are inlined to set �� � � and the morass map ���;� equalto the restrition � � �� . Condensation does not allow us to onlude that �M is aninitial segment of L[E℄ but this is not far that from the truth. A more substantialissue arises when we try to prove the morass ontinuity axioms. Let ~� = sup(�00�� ).A morass axiom requires that �� � ~� and ���;~� = ���;~� . LetN =[�00Mand ENtop =[�00ENtop:In order to satisfy the ontinuity axioms, our de�nitions of both f� 0; � 0� ~�g andf�� 0;~� ; � 0� ~�g should be based on �1-hulls inN by analogy with how our de�nitionsof f� 0; � 0� �g and f�� 0;� ; � 0� �g were based on M . Let ~M be the level of L[E℄over whih ~� is seen to have ardinality �. The main issue is that ~M 6= N . We antell this beause ENtop is not an extender over N .In the ourse of the proof, we will de�ne the terms protomouse and pluripotentmouse. As a referene for the reader, the struture N above is an example of aprotomouse. Premie that look in some ways like M but in other ways like N arealled pluripotent.Finally, let us point out that so far our ability to onstrut L[E℄ models fromany hypothesis is rather limited; the best result to date, due to Neeman [11℄, is atthe level of a Woodin limit of Woodin ardinals. On the other hand, it has longbeen known that a �+-morass an be added by �-direted losed foring. Thus itis relatively onsistent that there is a superompat ardinal � and a �+-morass.The de�nition of the morass we are going to onstrut is in the next setion.Modulo this de�nition, we an state our main result.



4 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANTheorem 0.1 (Main Theorem). If L[E℄ is an extender model, then L[E℄ satis�esthat for all in�nite ardinals �, there is a �-morass.By the theorem of Jensen mentioned before, we may onlude that L[E℄ satis�es(�++; �)! (�++; �) for all regular �. But more is true.Theorem 0.2. If L[E℄ is an extender model, then L[E℄ satis�es that for all in�niteardinals �, there is a �+-morass with built-in ��+ .By Jensen, Theorem 0.2 is a diret onsequene of Theorem 0.1 and the followingtheorem.Theorem 0.3 ([15℄). If L[E℄ is an extender model, then L[E℄ satis�es that for allin�nite ardinals � that are not subompat, the priniple �� holds.Immediately from the theorems above and and Jensen's argument for obtainingardinal transfer property we may onlude:Corollary 0.4. The Gap-2 Cardinal Transfer Property holds in every extendermodel.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 1, we reall some de�nitions, usefulnotions and and properties of extender models. The aount here will be, however,very brief and for the tehnial details we refer the reader to [15℄, [21℄ and [22℄.[21℄ ontains a detailed desription of the �ne struture theory and the modelswe are using in this paper. Moreover, our onstrution heavily relies on tehniquesdeveloped in [15℄ that are not inluded in [21℄. Finally, our notation is idential withthat in [15℄, and thus slightly diverges from that in [21℄. The reason for hoosingthis amended notation is given by the fat that we are dealing with a ertain spei�situation whih allows suh amendments and signi�antly simpli�es ombinatorialonstrutions. Finally we note that a onstrution of Gap-1 Morass in L based onJensen's �� �ne struture an be found in [20℄. This paper may be onsidered as awarm-up for a reader not familiar with basi aspets of the onstrution.1. Preliminaries1.1. Morasses. We begin with the de�nition of a Gap-1 Morass, whih we statefor the reader's onveniene. Our notion of a Gap-1 Morass is { up to some minorosmeti amendments that we adopted in order make ertain �ne strutural argu-ments tidy { idential with the standard de�nition, see e.g. [4℄ for a global version



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 5or [2℄ for a loal version. Our approah will be loser to that in [4℄ in that weonstrut a global version of Gap-1 Morass.De�nition 1.1. A Gap-1 Morass is a struture haraterized by the following data.� A lass of ordinals S(0) ontaining all unountable ardinals suh thatS(0) \ � is a losed unbounded subset of � whenever � is an unountableardinal;� a sequene hS�; � 2 S(0)i of losed subsets of (�; �+) satisfying:- if � is regular then S� = S(0) \ (�; �+),- if � is a singular ardinal then S� is a proper initial segment of S(0)\(�; �+), and- if � fails to be a ardinal then for any � 2 S(0), � > � we havemax(S�) < �;� a tree ordering � on the setS(1) =[fS�; � 2 S(0)g;� a system of maps h���;� ; �� ; � 2 S(0) & �� � �i.The system of maps h���;� i satis�es the set of axioms stated below. Before statingthe axioms, we �x some notation. Given � 2 S(0) and �; � 0 2 S(1) set:� �(�) = the unique � suh that � 2 S�;� � <0 � 0 i� �(�) = �(� 0) and � < � 0;� �(�) = max(S�);� �+ = the <0-suessor of � .Note that the uniqueness of �(�) follows from the desription of S� above. Thefollowing axioms are alled morass axioms.(M0) If �� � � then �(�� ) < �(�) and �� is <0-minimal, suessor, limit i� � is<0-minimal, suessor, limit.(M1) If �� � � then ���;� : �� ! � is an order-preserving map suh that� ���;� � �(�� ) = id � �� ;� ���;� (�(�� )) = �(�).Moreover, these maps ommute along the branhes in �, i.e. ��� �� � �implies that ���;� Æ ���;�� = ���;� .(M2) Assume �� � � and �� 0 < �� .



6 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMAN(a) �� 0 2 S�(��)  ! ���;� (�� 0) 2 S�(�).(b) If �� 0+<0 �� then ���;� (�� 0+) = ���;� (�� 0)+.() If �� 0<0 �� and � 0 = ���;� (�� 0), then �� 0� � 0 and ��� 0;� 0 = ���;� � �� 0.(M3) If � 2 S(1) then C(�) = f�(��); �� � �gis losed in �(�) and if � is distint from the largest element of S�(�) thenC(�) is unbounded in �(�). If C(�) is unbounded in �(�) then� =[frng(���;� ); �� � �g:(M4) If �� is a <0-limit and ~� = sup(rng(���;� )), then �� � ~� and ���;~� = ���;� .(M5) Assume �� is a limit point of S�(��), �� � � and the map ���;� is o�nal. Let�(�� ) < �̂ 2 S(0) satisfy the following ondition:(1) For eah �� 0<0 �� there is a �̂ 0����;� (�� 0) suh that �̂ = �(�̂ 0).Then there is a �̂ � � with �(�̂ ) = �̂.The above de�nition desribes a global version of the Gap-1 Morass. Jensenproved that suh a morass exists in L. The restrition of a Gap-1 Morass tof� < �+ j � 4 � 0 for some � 0 2 S�g is alled a �-morass. We an also \loalize" themorass by restriting the lass of ardinals in S(0). Notie that if we merely requirethat � 2 S(0) we get a �-morass. Clearly, a �-morass is interesting primarily when� is regular. Axioms (M4) and (M5) are alled ontinuity axioms. Without themwhat we would have is a oarse morass. Our main result is the following theorem.Theorem 1.2. Any extender model L[E℄ satis�es that there is a Gap-1 Morass.This theorem obviously implies Theorem 0.1, and thereby guarantees the Gap-2ardinal transfer property as explained in the introdution.1.2. Extender Models. We will �nd a realization of a global Gap-1 Morass inan extender model with Jensen's �-indexing of extenders; the details regarding thisindexing an be found in [21℄.We will work in a �xed extender model L[E℄. Thus, whenever we say \extendermodel" or \L[E℄", we mean this �xed model. The following lemmata list three basiproperties of premie that will be used in the ourse of our onstrution. Reallthat if E� is on the extender sequene of a premouse M with �-indexing then the



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 7initial segmentM jj� is a oherent struture whose top extender is weakly amenable,that is, M jj� = hJE� ; E�i where, letting � = r(E�) and # = �+Mjj� , we haveJE� = Ult(JE# ; E�). We will also need to onsider ertain oherent strutures whosetop extender is not weakly amenable; these will be disussed in the next setion.The largest ardinal in JE� , i.e. the image of � under the ultrapower embedding, isdenoted by �(E�). Furthermore, we denote the standard parameter of M by pMand the standard solidity witness for an ordinal � with respet to some parameterp 2 M and M is by W�;pM . Reall that if � is suh that !%n+1M � � < !%nM thenW�;pM is the transitive ollapse of the �(n)1 -hull ~hn+1M (�[ fp� (�+1)g) where ~hn+1Mis the �(n)1 -Skolem funtion for M . We will also onsider the so-alled generalizedwitnesses. A generalized witness for � with respet to p 2M andM is a pair hQ; riwhere Q is a J-struture of the same type asM and r 2 Q is a �nite set of ordinalsof the same size as p � (� + 1) suh that for every �(n)1 formula '(v0; v1; : : : ; v`)and any ordinals �0; �1; : : : ; �`�1 < � we haveM j= '(�0; �1; : : : ; �`�1; p� (�+ 1)) () Q j= '(�0; �1; : : : ; �`�1; r):Although the standard solidity witness for � with respet to p and M is unique,there may be many generalized witnesses. If we work with a �xed generalizedwitness hQ; ri, we usually denote it by Q�;pM to indiate that it is a generalizedwitness for � and it was omputed with respet to p andM . Two ruial propertiesof levels of extender models is the solidity (S) and the universality (U) of thestandard parameter.(S) Any level of an extender model M is solid, i.e. if W �;pMM 2 M whenever� 2 pM . Equivalently, there is a generalized witness hQ; ri 2M for � withrespet to pM and M .(U) For any level of an extender model M and any n 2 !, the standard pa-rameter pM is n-universal. That is, if �M is the transitive ollapse of the�(n)1 -hull ~hn+1M (!%n+1M [ fpMg) then P(!%n+1M ) \ �M = P(!%n+1M ) \M .Reall that we have three types of ative premie, depending on the distributionof utpoints of the top extender. Type B premie are those premie whose set ofutpoints is nonempty, but bounded in �(EMtop). The largest element of this set isdenoted by ��M and the index of EMtopj��M is M . In the ase of type B premie,



8 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANwe extend the language for premie by a onstant denoting M , whih has theonsequene that all �ne strutural harateristis are omputed relative to M . Inthe ase of type A and C premie, there is no additional parameter used in theomputation of these harateristis. To distinguish between the two languages,we will all the language with the additional onstant for M the language forpremie (to have a uniform notation, we an view the additional onstant as asingleton prediate in the ase of type B premie and the empty prediate fortype A and C premie) and the language without the onstant the language foroherent strutures. Obviously, the language for oherent strutures is the same asthe language for type A and C premie.For for ative premie M we will need to onsider the �1-Skolem funtions thatare omputed in the language for oherent strutures. To distinguish between theusual �1-Skolem funtions (i.e. those omputed in the language for premie), wewill denote the �1-Skolem funtion for M omputed in the language for oherentstrutures by h�M . In many arguments, it will be ruial to distinguish between hMand h�M . This, of ourse is non-void only in the ase of type B premie.The tehniques used in ombinatorial onstrutions also require to onsider theso-alled Dodd parameters for premie. The issue arises when dealing with typeB premie. Unlike the onstrution of square sequenes in [15℄, the onstrutionof a Gap-1 Morass requires an elaboration on the notion of a Dodd parameter.This is aused by the fat that in ertain situations, we have now less ontrol onprojeta than we had in the onstrution of square sequenes. We state the ruialde�nitions and fats below and refer the reader to [22℄ for the details. Reall that<� is the anonial well-ordering of �nite sets of ordinals whih an be viewed asthe lexiographi ordering of �nite desending sequenes of ordinals.De�nition 1.3. Let M be an ative premouse and � = r(EMtop). Assume that � isan ordinal satisfying maxf�+M ; %1Mg � �. The parameter d�M is the <�-least �niteset of ordinals d suh that M = h�M (� [ fdg). We write dM for d�M if � = !%1M .Obviously, d�M need not be de�ned for eah M and �. However, it is de�nedgranting that M is sound, whih is preisely the situation we are interested in. Itis easy to see that if �� � � and both d�M and d��M are de�ned then d�M = d��M � �.For soundM with !%1M � �+M , the Dodd parameter in the usual sense is just dM .



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 9For an ordinal � � � and a parameter p 2 M , the standard Dodd soliditywitness �W �;pM for � with respet p and M is the transitive ollapse of the hullh�M (�[fp�(�+1)g). This is a diret analogue toW �;pM with the only di�erene thatthere is no referene to M . Similarly, a pair hQ; ri is a generalized Dodd soliditywitness for � with respet to p and M just in ase that Q is transitive, r 2 Q is a�nite set of ordinals of the same size as p� (�+1) and for every �1-formula in thelanguage for oherent strutures '(v0; v1; : : : ; v`) and every �0; �1; : : : ; �`�1 < � wehave M j= '(�0; : : : ; �`�1; p� (� + 1))  ! Q j= '(�0; : : : ; �`�1; r)M is Dodd solid above � just in ase that d�M is de�ned and �W �;d�MM 2 M forevery � 2 d�M . This is equivalent to demanding that for eah � 2 d�M thereis a generalized Dodd solidity witness hQ; ri 2 M with respet to d�M and M .Although the standard Dodd solidity witness for � with respet to p and M isunique, there may be many generalized Dodd solidity witnesses. Analogously tothe ase of solidity witnesses, if we work with a spei� generalized Dodd soliditywitness hQ; ri, we usually denote it by �Q�;pM to indiate that it is a generalizedwitness for � and it is omputed with respet to p and M . The following fatssummarize the properties of d�M .(DP1) If M is a level of an extender model and � is as in De�nition 1.3 then(a) d�M = (pM � �) [ e�M where e�M is the <�-least �nite set of ordinals esuh that M 2 h�M (� [ fpM [ eg).(b) M is Dodd solid above �.(DP2) Let M and � be as in De�nition 1.3. Assume that for some n, there isa �(n)0 -preserving (with respet to the language for oherent strutures!)embedding � of M into an L[E℄-level suh that � � !%n+1M = id. Let d be aparameter satisfying� M = h�M (� [ fdg);� for every � 2 d there is a generalized Dodd solidity witness hQ; ri 2Mwith respet to d and M .Then(a) d = d�M ;



10 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMAN(b) d�M = (pM � �) [ e�M where e�M is the <�-least �nite set of ordinals esuh that M 2 h�M (� [ fpM [ eg).() M is sound above �.Finally we state the Condensation Lemma, that will be used many times through-out the entire onstrution.Lemma 1.4 (Condensation Lemma). Let �M and M be premie of the same typewhere M is a level of an extender model and let � : �M !M be an embedding whihis ardinal preserving, �(n)0 -preserving and suh that � � !%n+1�M = id. Then �M issolid and p �M is k-universal for every k 2 !. Furthermore, if �M is sound above� = r(�) then one of the following holds:a) �M =M and � = id.b) �M is a proper initial segment of M .) �M = Ult�(M jj�; EM� ) where � � !� and letting � = r(EM� ), the ordinal� is largest with the property � = �+Mjj�. Additionally, EM� has a singlegenerator �. (Notie that !%!Mjj� = � in this ase.)d) �M is a proper initial segment of Ult(M;EM� ).The onstrution of a morass is analogous to that of a square sequene in thatto eah ordinal of interest (this ordinal is usually a loal suessor ardinal) weassign a unique ollapsing struture. In L, suh a ollapsing struture is just theorresponding ollapsing level. In an extender model, however, we have to pik theollapsing struture from a broader lass of strutures, but in a way that makesour hoie unique. The new kind of strutures we have to onsider are the so-alledprotomie [15℄.1.3. Protomie. We need to adapt the aount on protomie from [15℄ (in thatpaper, we used the term \fragment" instead of \protomouse") for the present pur-poses. The amendments we will make are needed beause the ollapsing strutureswe onsider here are of a slightly di�erent kind than those onsidered in [15℄. Wewill also disuss properties of protomie and divisors whih were irrelevant there,but will be of use now. The notion of a protomouse is de�ned relative to a �xedextender model W = L[E℄.Reall thatM = hJE� ; F i is a oherent struture just in ase that F is an extendersuh that JE� = Ult(JE�� ; F ) where, letting � = r(F ), we have P(�)\JE�� = dom(F )



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 11and �� is the least ordinal with this property. Clearly �� � �+M and � is the largestardinal in JE�� . The ordinal �� is denoted by #(M).In this setion we shall onsider a oherent struture of the form M = hJE� ; F iwhose top extender F is not weakly amenable. So F measures only subsets of� = r(F ) from some initial segment JE#(M) where #(M) < �+M . We denote theollapsing level for #(M) in M by N�(M). We say that M is a protomouse just inase that N(M) = Ult�(N�(M); F ) is a level of W or Ult(W;E�) for some �.We will primarily deal with ollapsing strutures for loal suessor ardinals ofa ertain speial kind. Reall that an ordinal � is ardinal-orret in W just in aseevery � < � is a ardinal in JE� i� � is a ardinal in W .De�nition 1.5. Let � be an ordinal. We say that N is the ollapsing struture for� just in ase the following onditions are satis�ed:� � is ardinal-orret in W where � is the ardinal predeessor of � in N(the option � = On \N is allowed);� N is the ollapsing level for � in W or in Ult(W;E�).For � as in the above de�nition, the ollapsing struture N is uniquely deter-mined. To see this, notie that if E� 6= ? then W jj� is the ollapsing level for � inW , so � annot be a ardinal in any level ofW properly extendingW jj�. Thus, the\or" in the above de�nition is atually an \exlusive or". One ruial property ofthe ollapsing struture N is that !%!N � �. In our appliations, however, we willoften have equality here. We will also onsider ollapsing protomie. Unlike ol-lapsing strutures, these need not be unique; therefore we talk about \a" ollapsingprotomouse in the next de�nition.De�nition 1.6. Let M = hJE� ; F i be a protomouse and � = �+M . We say thatthe protomouse M is a ollapsing protomouse for � i� � is ardinal-orret in W ,� < � < �(F ) and N(M) is the ollapsing struture for � .Protomie might emerge in ondensation-interpolation arguments, if these argu-ments involve premie whose top extender overlap �. In many ases, the situationwill require to onsider �ne struture of these premie with respet to the languagefor oherent strutures, even if they are type B premie. We will all suh premiepluripotent.



12 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANDe�nition 1.7. Let � be ardinal-orret in W and let N be a level of either Wor else Ult(W;E�). We say that N is pluripotent at � just in ase the followingthree onditions are satis�ed:(a) ENtop 6= ?;(b) � < � < �(ENtop) where � = r(ENtop);() !%1N � �.We will frequently omit the referene to �, as � will be lear from the ontext.Thus, we will briey write \pluripotent" instead of \pluripotent at �". The mainobjets of our interest will be ollapsing levels of extender models, in whih ase �will be impliitly determined.De�nition 1.8. Let N be the ollapsing struture for � . N is pluripotent just inase that N is pluripotent at � where � is the ardinal predeessor of � in N .In the above de�nition, � is a suppressed parameter. In the onstrution of amorass eah suitable ordinal � uniquely determines its ollapsing struture N . Theonstrution then depends on the pluripoteny of N at the ardinal predeessor of� in N .Under the above settings we de�ne the notions of a divisor and strong divisor forN . We adopt the following onventions. Let N be the ollapsing struture for � .� �(�) denotes the ardinal predeessor of � in N ;� n(�) is the unique n 2 ! satisfying !%n+1N � � < !%nN .De�nition 1.9. Let N be the ollapsing struture for � . Assume that � 2 On andq 2 [On℄<!. The pair (�; q) is a divisor for N i� there is an ordinal � = �N (�; q)suh that, setting � = �(�), n = n(�) andr = r(�; q) =8<: pN � � if N is not pluripotentdN � � if N is pluripotent,the following lauses (F1) { (F4) hold.(F1) � � !%n+1N � � < � < !%nN and � < �.(F2) q = 8<: pN \ �; if N is not pluripotentdN \ �; if N is pluripotent.(F3) ~hn+1N (� [ frg) \ !%nN is o�nal in !%nN if N fails to be pluripotent andh�N (� [ frg) is o�nal in N if N is pluripotent.



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 13(F4) (a) � \ ~hn+1N (� [ frg) = � and � 2 ~hn+1N (� [ frg) if N is not pluripotent;(b) � \ h�N (� [ frg) = � and � 2 h�N (� [ frg) = � if N is pluripotent.What makes the present situation di�erent from that in [15℄ is that we have toallow the possibility that !%n+1N = � and !%!N < �.Let us make some trivial remarks. First, observe that if (�; q) is a divisor forN , then � � !%n+1N . Indeed, (F1) together with (F4) imply that � must be a limitardinal in N�, and therefore in N . Hene � is a ardinal in W . In our setting,!%n+1N = � whenever � < max(S�). Finally notie two fats. First, r \ � = ?.Seond, no pair (�; q) an be a divisor for N if N is ative and (r(ENtop))+N = �.It is straightforward to verify that the arguments in Subsetion 2.1 in [15℄ (subse-tion titled \Premie and Fragments") go through when working with the above def-initions. We an thus onlude that the transitive ollapseN� of X = ~hn+1N (�[frg)(resp. X = h�N (�[frg)) is a premouse that is sound and solid, and in fat N� is aninitial segment of N . For pluripotent N this requires an extra argument showingthat N is in X ([15℄, Lemma 2.4). If � is the assoiated unollapsing map, thenby [15℄, Lemma 2.5, we have:(2) �(pN�) = r whenever N is not pluripotent. For pluripotent N wehave �(dN�) = r and, moreover, if � < �(ENtop) then q = pN \ �.It follows that the desription of q on the top line in (F2) also overs that onthe bottom line of (F2) unless N is a type B premouse and � = �(ENtop); in thisase q = dN and is in general di�erent from pN . The map � turns out to bethe ultrapower embedding assoiated with the �ne ultrapower Ult�(N�; F ) whereF = � � (P(�) \ N�). Letting # = �+N� and � = �(#), we see that M = hJE� ; F iis a protomouse, N(M) = N and #(M) = #.Notation. Given N together with some divisor (�; q) as in the above de�nition,we let(3) N(�; q) = the protomouse determined by (�; q).In general, we will write N�(�; q) for N�, #(�; q) for �+N� = #(N(�; q)), �(N(�; q))for �(�), F ((�; q)) for � � P(�), i.e. for EMtop, et...Our onstrution of a Gap-1 Morass will also require a generalization of thenotion of a strong divisor. The reason for this is that if � is the largest element



14 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANof S� (see De�nition 1.1) we do not have any ontrol of the bottom part of thestandard parameter pN \ � where N is the singularizing struture for � .De�nition 1.10. Let N be the ollapsing struture for � and � = �(�). A divisor(�; q) for N is strong above � where � � � < �(N(�; q)) just in ase that forevery � < � and every x of the form ~hn+1N (�; pN � �) (resp. h�(�; dN � �), if N ispluripotent) we have x \ � 2 N�(�; q).A divisor (�; q) for N is strong i� it is strong above !%n+1N .Of ourse, this notion trivializes if � > max(q). By (2), the haraterization ofstrongness using ~hn+1N (�; pN��) also works for pluripotent N if � < �(ENtop). (Withn = 0, of ourse.) In the following we state some properties of strong divisors. Weomit the proofs, as they are easy modi�ations of those in [15℄.The property of being strong above � is equivalent to any of (S1) { (S3) below,unless N is pluripotent and � = �(ENtop):(S1) If x is of the form ~hn+1N (�; pN � �) for some � < �, then x \ � = y \ � forsome y 2 HnN of the form ~hn+1N (�; r). (Here r = r(N(�; q)).)(S2) P(�) \N�(�; q) = P(�) \N 0(�; �) where N 0(�; �) is the transitive ollapseof ~hn+1N (� [ fpN � �g).(S3) jpN�(�;q)j = jpN 0(�;�)j.For pluripotent N with � < �(ENtop) we an equivalently write h�N(�; dN � �) andh�N(�; r) in (S1), and h�N (�[fdN ��g) in (S2). If N is pluripotent and � = �(ENtop)then q = dN \�, and N 0(�; �) is de�ned using dN �� instead of pN ��. Again, theobvious reformulations of (S1) and (S2) will hold here. We also have the followingharaterization of strongness in this ase, granting that dN � � 6= ?:(S4) (�; dN ) is strong above � i� EN 0(�;�)top j� =2 N 0(�; �).Thus, the strongness of (�; dN ) above � is equivalent to the failure of N 0(�; �) tosatisfy the initial segment ondition at �.The following is a re�nement of two ruial properties of strong divisors ([15℄,Lemmata 2.24 and 2.26). For �xed q and � we have:(S5) The set of all � where (�; q) is a divisor strong above � is losed in !%n+1Nwhere n = n(�).(S6) If (�; q) is a divisor strong above �, �� � � and �q is a proper bottom segmentof q suh that �q \ � = pN \ �, then (��; �q) is not a divisor.



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 15Similarly as in the onstrution of a ��-sequene in [15℄ it will be ruial toidentify ertain divisors that would serve as a \anonial divisors". The morassembeddings with target � are determined by Skolem hulls over either the ollapsingstruture for � or over a ollapsing protomouse for � . Eah � determines uniquelywhih of the two kinds of ollapsing strutures should be hosen; the \anonialdivisor" guarantees the unique hoie of the protomouse.In the following we explain how to identify the \anonial divisor". Fix a bottomsegment q of pN (resp. of dN ). If there were o�nally many � < !%n+1N suh that(�; q) is a strong divisor for N then (F1) { (F4) would also hold for � = !%n+1N withthe exeption of the requirement � < � in (F1). The proof of (S5) would also workfor � = !%n+1N and we ould onlude that the pair (!%n+1N ; q) satisfy (S1). This islearly impossible, as N is sound. We thus onlude that there are only boundedlymany � < !%n+1N suh that (�; q) is strong. Consequently, there is always a largestsuh � < !%n+1N , granting that N admits at least one strong divisor of the form(�; q). This is the key toward determining the \anonial divisor".In our setting, !%n+1N will turn out to be either � or the ardinal predeessor of� in N . If (pN � !%n+1N ) \ � = ? then \strong above �" has the same meaningas \strong". It follows immediately from the previous paragraph that there is adivisor (�; q) for N strong above � with largest possible �, provided that there isat least one strong divisor. If (pN � !%n+1N ) \ � 6= ? then !%n+1N is the ardinalpredeessor of � in N . So again there is a divisor strong above � with the largestpossible value of �, this time for the trivial reason that !%n+1N < �. (Notie that!%n+1N may be the largest possible value of � in this ase.)The above onsiderations suggest the following way of identifying the \anonialdivisor": If there are � and q suh that (�; q) is strong above � then there is a largestsuh �. The assoiated q is then uniquely determined as the shortest possible. Thatis, if (�; q) and (��; �q) are divisors for N strong above � and � is largest possiblethen q is a bottom segment of �q.
De�nition 1.11. (�(N); q(N)) is the divisor (�; q) for N strong above � withlargest possible �, granting that some suh divisor for N exists.



16 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANBeing a strong divisor is a �(n)2 -property. This fat was irrelevant in the proofof ��, but will be useful here. Given an ordinal � and a �nite set of ordinals s, welet max�(s) = max(s [ f�g).Lemma 1.12. Let N be the ollapsing struture for � , let � = �(�) and let (�; q)be suh that � < � and q is a bottom segment of pN resp. of dN , if N is pluripotent.Let further r = pN�(max�(q)+1) resp. r = dN�(max�(q)+1) if N is pluripotent.(a) The statement \(�; q) is a divisor for N" is uniformly Q(n). More preisely:(a1) There is a Q(n)-formula  (v1; v2; v3; v4) in the language for premiesuh that for every �;N; �; (�; q) and r as above we have:� (�; q) is a divisor for N i� N j=  (�;max�(q); r; �).assuming that either N is not pluripotent or �(�; q) < �(ENtop).(a2) There is a �1-formula  (v) in the language for oherent struturessuh that for all �;N and � as above we have:� (�; dN ) is a divisor for N i� N j=  (�).assuming that N is pluripotent and �(�; q) = �(ENtop).(b) The statement \(�; q) is a divisor for N strong above �" is uniformly �(n)2 .More preisely:(b1) There is a �(n)2 -formula  �(v1; v2; v3; v4) in the language for premiesuh that for every �;N; �; (�; q) and r as above we have:� (�; q) is a divisor for N strong above � i� N j=  �(�; q��; r; �)assuming that either N is not pluripotent or �(�; q) < �(ENtop).(b2) There is a �2-formula  �(v1; v2) in the language for oherent stru-tures suh that for every �;N; � and � as we have:� (�; dN ) is a divisor for N strong above � i� N j=  �(�; dN ��)assuming that N is pluripotent and �(�; q) = �(ENtop).Proof. For (a1), the formula  (�; q � �; r; �) is the onjuntion(8un)(9vn � un)(9�n)(vn = ~hn+1N (�n; r)) & (8�n)(8�n) ~ (�n; �n; �; q � �; r; �)where ~ (�n; �n; �; q � �; r; �) is the �(n)1 -formula[�n < � & �n = ~hn+1(�n; r) & �n < max�(q � �) + 1℄ �! �n < �:The �rst formula in the above onjuntion expresses (F3) and the seond formula(F4) in the de�nition of a divisor. Notie that any referene to � is superuous



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 17unless q � �. The ase (a2) is easy, as the formula  just says that � is a utpointof ENtop.Regarding (b), we prove only the former part of the statement and leave thelatter part where (�; dN ) is a divisor to the reader. Notie �rst that in (S1), we anwithout loss of generality assume that x; y 2 HnM . The formula  �(�; q; r; �) is theonjuntion of  (�; q; r; �) and the formula(8xn)(8�n < �)[xn = ~hn+1N (�n; ((q � �) [ r) �! ~ �(xn; �; r)℄where ~ �(xn; �; r) is the �(n)1 -formula(9�n < �)(9yn)(yn = ~hn+1N (�n; r) & yn \ � = xn \ �)ut(Lemma 1.12)1.4. Protomie, Fine Struture and Condensation. We disuss �ne stru-tural lemmata for protomie relevant for the onstrution of a morass. The fousis on translating �ne strutural information between N and N(�; q) where (�; q)is a �xed divisor for N , as well as on ondensation lemmata for protomie. Weneed two new ondensation lemmata. One is a re�nement of a lemma in [15℄ andwill be applied to embeddings with ritial points \at �+". The other deals withembeddings with ritial points \at �" and will be applied to morass embeddings.We will onsider a oherent strutureM = hJE� ; F i together with a premouse Nwith the following properties:(C1) JE� is a premouse all of whose initial segments are sound and solid and Fis an extender at (�; �).(C2) dom(F ) = P(�) \ JE# , # = #(M) < �+M and N� is the ollapsing level for# in M .(C3) !%n+1N� � � < !%nN� .(C4) � : N� ��!F N .Clauses (C1) { (C4) over all ases whereM is of the form N(�; q) for some divisor(�; q), and in fat are of higher generality. This higher generality will be needed inour arguments. In some ases we will onsiderM to be a pluripotent mouse insteadof a struture as in (C1) { (C4); in all suh ases we will expliitly mention this.Let us reall one more time that we adopt the following onvention. Whenever we



18 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANdeal with protomie we automatially use the language for oherent strutures. Soin (C1) { (C4), the language used for M is the language for oherent strutures.On the other hand, for N� we use the language for premie. If � < �(EN�top) or N�is of type A or B then N� and N are premie of the same type, so we use the samekind of language for both N and N�. However, if � = �(EN�top) and N� is a type Cpremouse then the language for premie is the same as the language for oherentstrutures when dealing with N�. But the assoiated premouse N from (C4) mayturn out to be a type B premouse, in whih ase the two languages di�er. Thiskind situation will always be treated separately, if the irumstanes require it.The issue here is important as it has a substantial e�et on verifying ohereny inombinatorial onstrutions. In general, to avoid any possible misunderstandings,we will expliitly say whih language we use in all situations where the onfusionis likely.Given a �nite s � �, the standard witness W �;sM is the transitive ollapse of thehull hM (� [ fsg). Here hM is the �1-Skolem funtion with respet to the languagefor oherent strutures. A generalized witness for � with respet to M and s isde�ned in the obvious way; see the beginning of Subsetion 1.2.ForM;N as in (C1) { (C4) we obtain re�ned versions of results in [15℄, Setion 2summarized in (FS1) { (FS4). The re�nement is needed, as in the onstrution of amorass we also have to onsider the ase !%1M = � < �(�) where M is a ollapsingprotomouse for � . (For omparison with the onstrution in [15℄, here � plays thesame role as � in [15℄.)Notie �rst that the map � : N� ! N is �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal at then-th level, as easily follows from the soundness of N� and general properties of �neultrapowers. Also, !%n+1N � � sine N = ~hn+1N (� [ f�(pN�)g). Let r = �(pN�)� �.If N is solid then r = pN � �, as follows by a standard argument. Reall that bythe de�nition of Rn+1N , a 2 Rn+1N i� ~hn+1N (!%n+1N [ fag) = N and similarly a 2 R1Mi� hM (!%1M [ fag) =M .
(FS1) !%1M = !%n+1N .



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 19(FS2) Rn+1N 6= ? just in ase that R1M 6= ?. In fat, if q � � is a �nite set ofordinals thenr [ q 2 Rn+1N =) q [ f#(M)g 2 R1M andq 2 R1M =) r [ q [ f�g 2 Rn+1N ;granting that �(EN�top) > �. If �(EN�top) = � then Rn+1N is omputed in thelanguage for oherent strutures.(FS3) If s � � is �nite and �+M � � then~hn+1N (� [ fs [ rg) \ � = hM (� [ fsg) \ �;granting that �(EN�top) > �. If �(EN�top) = � then the equality holds with h�Nin plae of ~hn+1N ; in this ase r = ?.(FS4) If maxf�+M ; !%1Mg � � < �, s � � is �nite and W �;sM = hJ �E�� ; �F i thenW �;s[rN = Ult�(N�; �F ) or �W �;sN = Ult�(N�; �F );where the former holds if �(EN�top) > � and the latter otherwise.Reall also useful notation from [15℄. If � < � then � is of the form �(f)(s) wheref : jqj+1� ! � is an element of N� and s is the dereasing sequene enumeratingq [ f�g for some � < �. We will write \�(f)(q; �)" in plae of �(f)(s). The mapf is an element of JE# and is essentially a subset of jqj+2�, so by a slight abuse ofnotation we an write F (f) instead of �(f). Thus, the equality(4) � = F (f)(q; �)has the obvious meaning. We adopt similar notation when dealing with a subsetx � � in plae of an ordinal � < �. In this ase f would be a funtion withrng(f) � P(�), so f would be essentially a subset of jqj+3�. Again, the equationx = F (f)(q; �) has the obvious meaning. The following useful proposition wasessentially proved in [15℄. It spei�es how ordinals de�nable overN an be expressedin the form desribed in (4) and vie versa.Proposition 1.13. Assume (C1) { (C4). Let a 2 N \ P(�), r = �(pN�) andx 2 [�℄<!. Then a 2 ~hn+1N (�[ fr [ xg) just in ase that there is a funtion f 2 JE#and � < � suh that a = F (f)(x; �).



20 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANNow turning to a di�erent topi and no longer assuming (C1) { (C4), we statethe two ondensation lemmata. The lemmata refer to a �xed extender model W =L[E℄. Reall the notion of ollapsing struture from De�nition 1.5. Reall also thenotation introdued below De�nition 1.8, in partiular that �(�) is the ardinalpredeessor of � in the ollapsing struture for � . The �rst ondensation lemma isa slight re�nement of Lemma 2.19 from [15℄.Lemma 1.14. Let � = �(�). Let �M be a oherent struture and let M satisfy oneof the following:(i) M = N(�; q) where N is the ollapsing struture for � and (�; q) is a divisorfor N ;(ii) M is the ollapsing struture for � pluripotent at �.Let � : �M ! M be �0-preserving with ritial point �� = �+ �M and �(�� ) = � .Assume there is a �nite set of ordinals �q suh that:(a) h �M (� [ f�qg) = �M .(b) For every � 2 �q there is a generalized witness Q�;�q�M 2 �M .() �(�q) = 8<: q � �; if (i) above appliesd�M ; if (ii) above applies;Then �M 2 M , !%1�M = � and �q = p1�M . Also �q = p �N \ �( �M ) if �(E �M#( �M)) < � and�q = d��N if �(E �M#( �M )) = � where �N is the ollapsing struture for �� . Finally (�; �q) isa divisor for �N and �M = �N(�; �q).We omit the proof of this lemma, as it is { up to some minor modi�ations { thesame as the proof of [15℄, Lemma 2.19.In the same sense that our �rst ondensation lemma deals with maps that reet� while keeping � �xed, our seond ondensation lemma deals with maps thatreet �.Lemma 1.15. Let � = �(�). Let �M and M be oherent strutures satisfying:� M = N(�; q) where N is the ollapsing struture for � and (�; q) is a divisorfor N ;� �M is not a potential premouse, i.e. its top extender is not weakly amenable.



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 21Assume � : �M ! M is a �1-preserving embedding with ritial point �� satisfying�(��) = � and �q 2 �M is a �nite set of ordinals suh that the following onditionsare met:(a) h �M (�� [ f�qg) = �M .(b) For every � 2 �q there is a generalized witness Q�;�q�M 2 �M .() �(�q) = q � �.Let �N = N( �M) and � = r(EMtop). Then �q = p1�M � ��. Also �q = (p �N \ �( �M)) � ��if �(E �M#( �M )) > � and �q = d���N if �(E �M#( �M)) = �. Furthermore, exatly one of thefollowing two lauses holds:(A) �N is sound. In this ase �N is the ollapsing struture for �� = ��+ �M andthere is a divisor (�; �q�) for �N suh that �q = �q� � �� and �M = �N(�; �q�).(B) �N is not sound. Let �N� = N�( �M). In this ase � is a suessor ardinalin �N , so there is an ordinal � suh that �� = �+ �N . Moreover, !%n+1�N = �where n = n(�), so !%n+1�N� = � < !%n�N�. If �(E �N�top) > � then�N = ~hn+1�N (� [ f�r; �q; �g)where �r = ��(pN�) and �� is the ultrapower map oming from Ult�( �N�; E �Mtop).If �(E �N�top) = � then �N = h��N (� [ f�q; �g).Proof. We �rst verify that �N is as in the statement of the lemma. Let �F and Fbe the top extenders of �M and M , respetively. Obviously, r( �F ) = � = r(F ).Beause neither of �F and F is weakly amenable, we have #(M) < � and #( �M) < ��.Letting E = EW , notie that P(�) \ �M � JE�� and P(�) \M � JE� . The fat thata � � is measured by �F an be expressed by the �1-formula (9y)(ha; yi 2 �F ) andsimilarly for F . Now � is �1-preserving, so for a 2 P(�) \ �M we havea 2 dom( �F )  ! a 2 dom(F ):This immediately implies that #( �M) = #(M).By the previous paragraph, N�( �M) = N�(M); we will write briey N�. Letn be suh that !%n+1N� � � < !%nN� . Let �N = N( �M) = Ult�(N�; �F ) and N =N(M) = Ult�(N�; F ) with the assoiated ultrapower maps �� and �. We de�ne amap ~� : �N ! N by ~�(��(f)(�)) = �(f)(�(�))



22 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANfor f 2 �(�;N�) and � < �( �F ). The map ~� is easily seen to be �0-preserving,whih guarantees that �N is well-founded, and we will onsider it to be transitive.Standard methods [21℄ then show that ~� is atually �(n)0 -preserving. The de�nitionof ~� immediately implies � = ~� Æ �� and ~� � �( �F ) = � � �( �F ). This means that�� = r(~�).To see that �N is as in the onlusion of the lemma we apply the CondensationLemma (Lemma 1.4). In the following we verify that �N satis�es the assumptionsof the lemma. Assume �rst that �(EN�top) > �. Let �r = ��(pN�). Clause (a) in thestatement of the urrent lemma together with (FS3) guarantee that~hn+1�N (�� [ f�r; �qg) = ~hn+1�N (�( �M) [ f�rg) = �N:This alone implies that !%n+1�N � ��, so �N is solid by the �rst part of the Con-densation Lemma. The solidity of �N , the above fat on the hulls and (FS4) thenaltogether yield that �N is sound above �� ([21℄, Lemma 1.12.5). This ompletes theveri�ation in the ase where �(EN�top) > �. Now assume �(EN�top) = �. In this asewe apply (DP2) additionally to (FS4) to onlude that �q = d���N and �N is soundabove ��. However, we need to do some additional work to see that �N is a solidpremouse. Notie that it is not automatially lear that �N satis�es the initial seg-ment ondition; the issue arises sine �N is a type B potential premouse, whereasN�might have been a type C premouse. Here we use the latter part of (FS4) assertingthat �W�;�q�N 2 �N for � = max(�q). This � is obviously � ��( �N), whih is suÆientto guarantee that E �Ntop j��( �N) 2 �N . Also, ~� is not neessarily an embedding be-tween two premie, sine it only preserves �0 formulae in the language of oherentstrutures if N� is of type C. To take are of this, notie that if ~N = N jj~ where ~is the index of ENtop j ~� and ~� = sup(~�00�( �F )) then ~� : �N ! ~N is as needed. Thisompletes the veri�ation in the remaining ase where �(EN�top) = �.We are now ready to apply the Condensation Lemma to �N and ~�. If followsthat one of the lauses (b), () or (d) of the Condensation Lemma must apply. Tosee that (a) annot be true notie that either !%n+1N = � in whih ase �N and Nhave di�erent (n+1)-st projeta or else � is a suessor ardinal in N (here we usethe fat that � is ardinal-orret in the ollapsing struture for �) in whih asewe have some � suh that �+ �N = �� < � = �+N . In either ase �N 6= N .



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 23Let �q� = p �N \ �( �F ) if �(EN�top) > � and �q� = d���N otherwise. That �q is as inthe statement of the lemma, i.e. �q = �q� � ��, follows from the above disussionand some easy appliations of (FS1) { (FS4). If (a) or (d) of the CondensationLemma applies then �N is as in (A) in the statement of the urrent lemma. That�M = �N(�; �q�), follows from the way we de�ned �N . If () of the CondensationLemma applies then �N is as in (B) in the statement of the urrent lemma. Tosee this notie that �N = Ult�(Q;ENÆ ) where Q is the ollapsing level for �� inN , Æ � ht(Q) and ENÆ has a single generator � = r(ENÆ ). This � is a ardinalpredeessor of �� in Q, and so in �N . By general properties of �ne ultrapowers,no projetum of �N an be in the interval (�; �Q(�)℄ where �Q is the assoiatedultrapower map. We know that !%n+1�N � ��, so neessarily !%n+1�N � �. Now � is aardinal in N and �N 2 N , so we atually have !%n+1�N = �. As EQÆ is an extenderfrom the Q-sequene, �Q(pN�) = p �N . From properties of �ne ultrapowers we thensee that �N = ~hn+1�N (�[fp �N ; �g), so �N is sound above �+1. Notie that min(p �N ) ��Q(�) > ��. If �(EN�top) > � this together with the equality �q = (p �N\�( �F )��� provedabove tells us that �q = p �N \ �( �F ), so the soundness of �N above � + 1 gives the�rst part of (B). If �(EN�top) = � then �� def= r(E �Ntop) = r(E �N�top) < �. (Reall �N� =N�( �M) = N�.) As Q is sound, dQ exists and Q is Dodd solid by (DP1). Workingin the language for oherent strutures, general properties of �ne ultrapowers yield�N = h��N (� [ f�Q(dQ); �g). Using (DP2), we infer �Q(dQ) = d���N � � = �q wherethe latter equality was established above. The onlusion then follows immediately.ut(Lemma 1.15)2. The Morass ConstrutionWe now give a proof of Theorem 1.2, that is, we desribe a onstrution of theGap-1 Morass introdued in De�nition 1.1. The onstrution uses tehniques thatresemble { to some extent { to the onstrution of a ��-sequene in [15℄, in thatwe split the lass of all ordinals of interest into two disjoint sublasses, say T0 andT1, and de�ne ollapsing strutures on eah of these lasses separately. However,in ontrast with that onstrution, it is not possible to de�ne morass embeddingson eah of these lasses separately, as the onstrution will fore us to onsidermorass embeddings ���;� where �� 2 T0 and � 2 T1. Apart from this there are other



24 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANdi�erenes. For instane, in order to verify ertain morass axioms for ���;� whereboth �� and � are in T0, we need some information on all morass embeddings ��� 0;� 0where � 0 <0 � , and so we also have to onsider ordinals � 0 2 T1.The setion is divided into two subsetions. In the �rst subsetion we de�ne themorass. The morass axioms are veri�ed in the seond subsetion.2.1. De�ning the Morass. We begin with the de�nition of S(0) and S(1). Reallthat we work in a �xed extender model W = L[E℄. In order to avoid disussingertain trivial issues, it will be onvenient to restrit ourselves to ordinals withsuÆient losure properties.De�nition 2.1. An aeptable struture JA� is good just in ase that JE� is aZFC�-model for arbitrarily large � < �.We then set:S(0) = the lass of all ardinal-orret ordinals � suh that JE� is good.To de�ne S� for � 2 S(0), we proeed by ases.(a) � is regular. Then S� = S(0) \ (�; �+).(b) � is a singular ardinal. We put � into S� just in ase that � 2 S(0), � > �and � is regular in JE� .() � is not a ardinal. We distinguish two ases.(1) E� = ?. We let � 2 S� just in ase that JE� is good, � is the largestardinal in JE� and is regular in JE� .(2) E� 6= ?. Let W 0� = Ult(W;E�) and E0 = EW 0� . We let � 2 S� just inase that JE0� is good and � is the largest ardinal in JE0� .If (2) in the above de�nition applies then �(E�) is a limit ardinal in W , as � isardinal-orret. Also, � fails to be a ardinal in JE�+1 in this ase. Notie that �is a suessor ardinal in JE0� , so there is no need to demand the regularity of � inJE0� in (2).That S(0) and all S� satisfy all requirements in the de�nition of a morass statedabove the morass axioms is obvious, unless E� 6= ?. In this ase, max(S�) =�+W 0� = ��(�) where � = r(E�)++W and �� is the ultrapower map assoiatedwith Ult(W;E�). Sine � is a ardinal in W , the ultrapower map assoiated withUlt(JE� ; E�) agrees with �� on all elements of JE� , and sine � is a limit ardinal,



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 25� < �. If �0 2 S(0) is larger than � then hJE� ; E�i 2 JE�0 . By the goodness of�0, the ultrapower Ult(JE� ; E�) together with its assoiated ultrapower map are inJE�0 and so �� � � 2 JE�0 . It follows that max(S�) = ��(�) 2 JE�0 . Following thede�nition of a morass, we setS(1) =[fS�; � 2 S(0)g:The next task is to de�ne the morass ordering � and morass embeddings ���;� .Both are indued by hulls over anonially hosen ollapsing strutures for � . Wehose suh strutures for all � 2 S(1)� S+ where� 2 S+  ! � = max(S�) for some � 2 S(0) with E� 6= ?.We are thus ignoring the elements of S+ in our onstrution. This might looksuspiious at �rst glane, but notie that the morass axiom (M3) allows the optionthat eah � 2 S+ is minimal with respet to the morass ordering �. Furthermore,it will be lear from the onstrution that situations where � � � 0 and � 2 S+ neverour. Before turning to the de�nition of our ollapsing strutures we set:N� = the ollapsing struture for � (see De�nition 1.5)E� = EN�n� = n(�) (see remarks below De�nition 1.8)p� = pN�d�� = d�N� whenever appliable~h� = ~hn�+1N� :Notie that these de�nitions do make sense for any � that is a loal suessor of� in W or in Ult(W;E�) (more preisely: for � suh that � is the largest ardinalin JE� or JE0� ) and we will oasionally use this fat. Notie also that if � is not thelargest element of S�, then(5) !%n�+1N� = !%!N� = �(�):Indeed, the ultimate projetum of N� annot drop below �(�), as otherwise�(�) would be ollapsed in any JE� 0 where � < � 0 2 S�(�). Thus, in this ase we



26 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANhave p� = pN� . If � is the largest element of S�, then the only way the ultimateprojetum an drop below � is the following:(6) !%!N� = � where �+N� = �(�):This is the ase beause � is ardinal-orret in W : As � is a ardinal in W , anybounded subset x 2 W of � must be an element of JE� � N� . However, it does notfollow that !%n�+1N� = �. It is straightforward to �nd examples of ordinals � suhthat f(�(�)) > ! and there are unboundedly many �� < �(�) that are of the form!%n��+1N�� = �(�� ) for some �� and at the same time !%n��+2N�� < �� (in fat, suh �� satisfy�� � � for � introdued below). Finally reall that if !%!N� < �(�) then p� \ �(�)has at most one element.We now turn to the ollapsing strutures. As already mentioned above, we splitS(1) into two disjoint lasses T0 and T1, and de�ne the ollapsing strutures oneah of these lasses separately.� T0 = S(1)� T1.� T1 is the lass of all � 2 S(1) satisfying:(a) �(�) is a suessor ardinal in N� , say �(�) = �+N� .(b) There is a q suh that (�; q) is a divisor for N� strong above �(�).If � 2 T1 and (�; q) is as in (b) then (�; q) is a divisor for N� strong above �(�)with largest possible �, so (�; q) = (�(N� ); q(N� )); see De�nition 1.11. We let(�� ; q� ) = (�(N� ); q(N� ))De�nition 2.2. Given a � 2 S(1), we de�ne the anonial strutureM� as follows.M� = 8<: N� if � 2 T0N� (�� ; q� ) if � 2 T1Obviously,M� is a ollapsing struture for � . For � 2 T1 the strutureM� agreeswith N� up to �(EM�top )+N� , that is, far beyond �(�). For � 2 T1 we further set:�� = �(N� (�� ; q� ))#� = #(M� )r� = r(N� ) = p� � q�h� = hM� :



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 27By the above de�nition, the only divisors we are onsidering are those with�� being the ardinal predeessor of �(�). This makes the hoie of the anoni-al divisor straightforward when omparing the urrent situation with that in theonstrution of a square sequene where we have to allow more possibilities for �� .The disussion above De�nition 1.11 yields the haraterization of (�� ; q� ) asthe divisor (�; q) for N� strong above �(�) with largest possible � and shortestpossible q. This haraterization be onsidered an alternative de�nition of (�� ; q� ),and indeed the entire de�nition of a Gap-1 Morass an be dubbed with the hoieof the anonial divisor based on this haraterization. Notie that if we replae therequirement that (�� ; q� ) is strong above � with the requirement that q� is shortestpossible, the de�nition still does make sense, but most likely does not de�ne aGap-1 Morass. We will namely run into diÆulties when trying to verify that thenew de�nition really yields a morass. The diÆulties our in the veri�ation ofaxioms (M4) and (M5) in the ruial Case 2. In those arguments, the only knownway to verify that the interpolation argument yields a protomouse together with itsanonial divisor is to use the fat that we start from a protomouse assoiated witha divisor whih is strong above the orresponding �(�). And we �nd it plausiblethat there are levels N� that admit divisors of the form (�; q) where � is theardinal predeessor of �(�) and q is shortest possible but (�; q) is not strongabove �(�). Whether it is possible to eliminate any referene to strong divisors inthe onstrution of a Gap-1 Morass is unlear, though we �nd it unlikely.The next task is to de�ne the morass ordering � and the morass embeddings���;� . Given � 2 S(1), we state a list of onditions that determine the �-predeessorsof � . We will treat the two ases � 2 T0 and � 2 T1 separately. We stress againthat the de�nition of � allows the possibility that � 2 T1 and �� 2 T0 for �� � � .De�nition 2.3. Given � 2 T0 and �� 2 S(1), we let �� � � just in ase the followinghold. Let (��; �) = (�(�� ); �(�)).(T0A) �� 2 T0.(T0B) n�� = n� .(T0C) There is a �(n� )1 -preserving embedding � : N�� ! N� satisfying:(T0C1) �� = r(�) and �(��) = �. If � 2 N� then �� 2 N�� and �(�� ) = � .(T0C2) �(p�� � ��) = p� � �.



28 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMAN(T0C3) � is Q-preserving.Reall that a map � : �N ! N is Q-preserving just in ase that � preservesall Q-formulae, that is, formulae of the form (8u)(9v � u) (v) where  (v) is a�1-formula that has no free ourene of u. (T0C3) is superuous exept in thease where n� = 0 and � is the height of N� , in whih ase we need (T0C3)to verify morass axiom (M0). This is the only reason for inluding (T0C3) inDe�nition 2.3. Atually, a muh weaker property than Q-preservation is suÆientfor the veri�ation, so we work with stronger (T0C3) only for onveniene.By De�nition 2.2 the struturesM� and N� are equal for � 2 T0, so we an writeM� instead of N� in De�nition 2.3. Given �� and � as in De�nition 2.3, we have� : ~h�� (�; p�� � ��) 7! ~h� (�; p� � �) whenever � < ��. It follows that the map � isuniquely determined and its range is preisely ~h� (�� [ fp� � �g).The requirement that �(�� ) = � in (T0C1) is superuous and we inluded itonly for onveniene. Indeed, if � 2 N� then �� 2 N�� as required in (T0C1) and�(�� ) is a ardinal in N� , as � is �1-preserving. So atually �(�� ) = � , as � is thelargest ardinal in JE��(��). In most ases the requirement � 2 N� =) �� 2 N�� isalso superuous, as one an prove that if � 2 N� then � 2 rng(�). However, ifn� = 0, N� is passive and ht(N� ) is a suessor ordinal we do not see how to provethat � 2 rng(�) in general. Atually, we believe this is false. It is possible thatneither of the requirements on �� and � is neessary, sine we always have �00�� � � ,no matter whether we impose any requirements on �� and � or not. Even then, theonstrution beomes muh leaner if we inlude them.The morass map ���;� will be just the obvious restrition of �, i.e.���;� = � � �� :It will be onvenient to disregard the distintion between the two maps and write���;� to denote both. Clearly, there is no danger of onfusion.Beause ���;� is entirely determined by the hull ~h� (�� [ fp� � �g), we onludethat(7) � � (S(1)� T0) = � � (T0 � T0)is a tree ordering. Indeed, if ��� � then � 2 T0. Letting �� = �(��), we haverng(���;� ) � rng(���;� ) or vie versa, depending on whether �� � �� or �� � ��. It



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 29is lear that ��1��;� Æ ���;� witnesses that ��� �� in the former ase and ��1��;� Æ ���;�witnesses that �� � �� in the latter ase.We now omplete the de�nition of the morass ordering. For � 2 T1, we de�ned�� ; q� ; �� and h� above. If � 2 T0 and N� is a pluripotent premouse with r(EN�top)being the ardinal predeessor of �(�) in N� , we let�� = r(EN�top)#� = #(N� ) (= �+N�� )q� = dN��� = �(EN�top)h� = h�N� :The morass ordering � � S(1)� T1 is de�ned as follows.De�nition 2.4. Given a � 2 T1 and a �� 2 S(1), we let �� � � just in ase (T1A),(T1B) and (T1C) below hold with (��; �) = (�(�� ); �(�)).(T1A) �� satis�es either (T1A1) or (T1A2) below.(T1A1) �� 2 T1;(T1A2) �� 2 T0 and M�� = N�� is a pluripotent premouse suh that r(EM�top ) isthe ardinal predeessor of �(�) in M� .(T1B) There is an embedding � : M�� ! M� that is �1-preserving with respet tothe language for oherent strutures and suh that both (T1B1) and (T1B2)below hold.(T1B1) �� = r(�) and �(��) = �.(T1B2) �(q�� � ��) = q� � �.(T1C) If �� 2 T0 then there is a ~� 2 T0 with �(~� ) = #� suh that (T1A) and (T1B)hold with (�� ; ��) replaed by (~� ; �(~� )).To motivate the above de�nition we remark that the following situation is pos-sible: �� ; � 2 T0 and �� � � but if we let � 0 = sup(�00��;� ��), then � 2 T1. In this sense,the elements of T1 an be viewed as the missing limits. When this situation arises,M� = N� is pluripotent and �(�) is the ardinal suessor of r(EN�top) in N� . Thesame is true with � replaed by �� . On the other hand, M� 0 is a protomouse that�0-embeds into N� .



30 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANWe an now make remarks similar to those for � 2 T0. As before we an seethat ���;� : h�� (�; q�� ) 7! h� (�; q� ), so ���;� is uniquely determined and that it is theunollapsing map assoiated with its range h� (��[fq���g). That � 2M� is trivial,sine �� > � . From this we immediately have that � 2 rng(���;� ). Notie also that��� = �� . The reason for inluding lause (T1C) will be explained below.The veri�ation of the fat that � � (S(1) � T1) is a tree ordering requires alittle argument. First of all, we have to argue that � is transitive. More preisely,we want to see that ��� �� and �� � � imply ��� � . The point here is to show that�0 = ���;� Æ ���;�� satis�es (T1B) with �� in plae of �� , and thereby witnesses that��� � . This is obvious, unless � 2 T1 and �� 2 T0 with N�� of type B. In this asethe map ���;�� is a map between two premie, and the onditions (T0A) { (T0C)hold with (��; ��) in plae of (�� ; �). What we need to see is that (T1A) { (T1C)are satis�ed with (��; ��) in plae of (�� ; �). The language for premie is riher thanthat for oherent strutures, so ���;�� is automatially �1-preserving in this weakersense. Comparing the de�nitions of � for T0 and T1, it is lear that only (T1B2)needs a veri�ation. By (DP1), it suÆes to show that e��N�� 2 rng(���;�� ) where�� = �(�� ), as the fats that ���;�� is �1-preserving with respet to the language foroherent strutures and ���;�� (N�� ) = N�� guarantee that ��1��;�� (e��N�� ) is equal toe��N�� . Here of ourse, �� = �(N��). Now ���;�� satis�es (T0C) with (��; ��) in plaeof (�� ; �), so we onlude that N�� 2 h�� (��[ fpN�� [ eg) for some e 2 rng(���;�� ). Let�e be the <�-least suh e; we laim that �e = e��N�� . Otherwise e��N�� <� �e, so rng(���;�� )would ontain some e0 <� �e suh that N�� 2 h�� (�� [ fpN�� [ e0g), a ontraditionwith the minimality of �e.We also have to hek that f�� 2 S(1); �� � �g is linearly ordered by �. That is,given ��� � and �� � � , we want to see that �� and �� are ompatible. Say, �� < �� .If �� 2 T1 or N�� is not of type B, the onlusion follows by the same argumentas in the ase � 2 T0. Now assume that �� 2 T0 and N�� is of type B. Letting�� = ��1��;� Æ ���;� , we want to verify that �� witnesses ��� �� . This time �� is �1-preserving with respet to the language for oherent strutures. We show that N��is a type B premouse and ��(��) = �� ; from this it automatially follows that �� is�1-preserving with respet to the language for premie. This de fato veri�es ��� �� ,as (T0C2) is an immediate onsequene of (DP1) and of the �1-elementarity of ��.



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 31So let us turn to the veri�ation that N�� is a type B premouse and ��(��) = �� .As N�� is a type B premouse, d�(��)�� 6= ? and its largest element �� is at least ��N�� . 1It follows that d�(��)�� 6= ? and ��(��) = �� � ��N�� where �� = max(d�(��)�� ). Letting�� = f� 2 On j��(�) < ��N�� g, obviously �� � �� < �(EN��top ), and it is easy toverify that �� is a utpoint of EN��top : For f : ��� ! ��� in N�� and every � < ��we have ��(EN��top (f)(�)) = EN��top(f)(��(�)) < ��N�� , so EN��top (f)(�) < ��. It followsthat N�� is a type B premouse, sine it has a utpoint and it annot be a type Cpremouse for the trivial reason that n�� = 0. From the de�nition of �� we get��(��) � ��N�� , so the equality must hold as ��(��) is a utpoint of N�� . Thus ��is the largest utpoint of N�� 2, and the �1-elementarity of �� with respet to thelanguage of oherent strutures then yields the equality ��(��) = �� .The above disussion veri�es that � is a tree ordering on S(1). We an nowfous on the veri�ation of the morass axioms. Before we turn to this, let us makethe following remark. By the de�nition of �, any �-predeessor of an element ofT0 must again be in T0. On the other hand, we allow that a �-predeessor of anelement of T1 an be in T0. If this happens, say �� 2 T0 is a �-predeessor of some� 2 T1, then the set of all �-predeessors of � splits into two �-intervals [�̂ ; ~� ℄ and(~� ; �) where ~� is given by (T1C), the former interval is ontained in T0 and thelatter in T1. We inluded requirement (T1C) in De�nition 2.4 beause in situationswhere � 2 T1, �� 2 T0 and � : M�� ! M� is as in (T1B) we do not have anyCondensation Lemma that would allow us to onlude that M�� is a level of L[E℄.We will give more details on this issue below the veri�ation of morass axiom (M3).It is not lear to us whether (T1C) an be omitted.2.2. Morass Axioms. In this setion we will systematially go over the morass ax-ioms and verify that the de�nitions from the setion 2.1 atually yield a realizationof Gap-1 Morass in W .Axiom (M0). Reall �rst that it is E� alone that deides whether the mem-bership to S� is determined in W or in Ult(W;E�). If E� = ? then for eah � , themembership \� 2 S�" is determined by examining the struture JE� (and not JE0� ,1See setion 1.2.2The property of being a utpoint of N is �1(N), see[21℄.



32 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANsee (2) in the de�nition of S�). Similarly, if E� 6= ? then for eah � , this member-ship is determined by examining JE0� . That ���;� has suÆient preservation degreeto guarantee (M0) follows immediately unless � 2 T0, ht(N� ) = � and n� = 0. Inthis ase we use (T0C3): Sine ���;� : N�� ! N� is Q-preserving, �� is a <0-suessorwhenever � is. ut(M0)Axiom (M1). The �rst part of (M1) is obvious. The seond part of (M1),that is, the equality ���;� = ���;� Æ ���;�� was veri�ed in the disussions followingDe�nition 2.3 and De�nition 2.4 where we proved that � is a tree ordering. ut(M1)Axiom (M2). Clauses (a) and (b) of (M2) are lear. Clause () of (M2) requiresa little disussion. Sine �� 0 < �� , the struture N�� 0 is an initial segment of N�� . Sine�� is the ardinal suessor of �(�� ) = �(�� 0) inN�� , the strutureN�� 0 is a proper initialsegment of JE���� . It follows that N� 0 = ���;� (N�� 0) is a proper initial segment of JE�� .Thus, any �rst-order statement over N�� 0 is �0-expressible over JE���� using N�� 0 asan additional parameter. Suh a statement is preserved under ���;� . Consequently,n�� 0 = n� 0 and ���;� (p�� 0) = p� 0 . For pluripotent N�� 0 we also have ���;� (d�� 0) = d� 0 . If� is a limit ardinal then so is �� and both �� and � are in T0. Otherwise, letting� be the ardinal predeessor of �, it follows from the above disussion that thefollowing statements are equivalent:� there is a �q suh that (�; �q) is a divisor for N�� 0 strong above ��;� there is a q suh that (�; q) is a divisor for N� 0 strong above �.This means that �� 0 2 T1 just in ase that � 0 2 T1, and for �� 0 2 T1 we have���;� (M�� 0) = M� 0 and ���;� (q�� 0) = q� 0 . All this together, the uniqueness of themorass maps disussed below De�nition 2.3 and De�nition 2.4, and the fat thatthe map ���;� � N�� 0 : N�� 0 ! N�� , resp. ���;� � M�� 0 : M�� 0 ! M�� is fully elementaryimply that ��� 0;� 0 = ���;� � N�� 0 , resp. ��� 0;� 0 = ���;� � M�� 0 . For �� 0 2 T0, the Q-ondition follows from the full elementarity of ��� 0;� 0 . For �� 0 2 T1, lause (T1C) isvauously true. ut(M2)Axiom (M3). We split our disussion into two ases, depending on whether �is in T0 or T1.



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 33Case 1: � 2 T0. Suppose �� < � is a limit point of C(�). Our aim is to showthat �� 2 C(�). Beause � is a tree ordering, we have a linear diagramhN�� ; ���;� 0 ; ��; � 0� � & �(��); �(� 0) 2 C(�) \ �� & �� < � 0i:Consider the diret limit h �N; ���� ; ��� � & �(��) 2 C(�) \ ��i of this diagram.Let �� : �N ! N� be the unique embedding satisfying �� Æ ���� = ���;� for all ��.A straightforward argument that involves an indutive omputation of projeta in�ne strutural diret limits 3 yields:� �N is well-founded, and we will onsider it to be transitive;� all diret limit maps ���� : N�� ! �N are �(n)1 -preserving where n = n� ;� r(����) = �(��) and ����(�(��)) = �� whenever ��� � and �(��) 2 C(�)\ ��.From these lauses we easily infer r(��) = ��;(8) ��(��) = �(9)and(10) �� is �(n)1 -preserving.We should stress that all omputations are done in the language for premie. Ouraim is to show that �N is the ollapsing struture for �� = ��+ �N in the sense ofDe�nition 1.5. The main tool here will be the Condensation Lemma (Lemma 1.4).In the following we verify that the triple �N;N� and � satis�es the assumptions ofthe Condensation Lemma.We begin by notiing:(11) �N is a premouse of the same type as N� .This follows easily if n� > 0; see [21℄, Chapter 9. If n� = 0 then N� must be apremouse of type A or B and the same applies to all premie N�� ; namely, theyall must be of the same type as N� . By onstrution, �N must be a type A or Bpotential premouse. Sine premousehood in both these ases is a �2-property inthe language for premie [21℄, it is downwards preserved under ��.3This argument goes through abstratly for any aeptable strutures, see e.g. preliminaries in[15℄ or Setion 5 in [9℄)



34 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANLet �p = ����(p�� � �(��)); this value obviously does not depend on ��. Also,��(�p) = p� � �. This, the soundness of N� and (10) together yield(12) ~hn+1�N (�� [ f�pg) = �Nwhih in turn gives(13) !%n+1�N � �� < !%n�N :4Clauses (8), (10) and (13) enable us to apply the �rst part of the CondensationLemma to the embedding �� : �N ! N� and onlude:(14) �N is solid.Let �� 2 �p and �� � � and �� 2 p�� be suh that ����(��) = ��. Sine the map���� is �(n)1 -preserving and N�� is solid, ����(W ��;p��N�� ) 2 �N is a generalized witnessfor �� with respet to �p and �N . This together with the solidity of �N and (12) thenguarantees ([21℄, Lemma 1.12.5):(15) �p = p �N � ��It follows that �N is sound above ��. As an immediate onsequene we see that �Nis a ollapsing struture for �� = ��+ �N .The soundness of �N above �� allows us to apply the seond part of the Condensa-tion Lemma. Our immediate goal is proving that �N = N�� . Notie that it suÆes torule out possibility () in the Condensation Lemma, as this will tell us that exatlyone of the following holds:� E��� is not an extender and �N is the initial level of N� ollapsing �� .� E��� is an extender and �N is the initial level of Ult(N� ; E��) ollapsing �� .Sine N� agrees with W below � (so, in partiular, E��� = E��), we onlude that �Nis the initial segment of W or Ult(W;E��) ollapsing �� , whih means �N = N�� .Assume for a ontradition that lause () in the Condensation Lemma holds.Then �N is of the form Ult�(Q;EN�Æ ) where Q is sound and � def= r(EN�Æ ) is theardinal predeessor of �� in both Q and �N . Moreover, EN�Æ has a single generator,namely �. It follows that �N is sound above �+1, and no projetum of �N an lie inthe interval (�; �(�)℄ where � is the assoiated ultrapower map. Sine �� < �(�) and4The sharp inequality on the right follows from the fat that �(��) < !%nN�� for all ��.



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 35(13) holds, we must have !%n+1�N � �. So ~hn+1�N (�[fp �N ; �g) = �N . Sine �N is the �neultrapower of Q by an internal measure, p �N = �(pQ). So min(p �N � �) � �(�). 5Applying (15), we obtain �N = ~hn+1�N (�[f�p; �g). But �[f�p; �g � rng(����) for eah��, and the fat that ���� is �(n)1 -preserving yields rng(����) = �N , so ���� = id. Thisontradits e.g. (8), and thereby rules out lause () in the Condensation Lemma.Summarizing the above disussion, we have �N = N�� and, by (15), also �p = p�����.It is also lear that if � 2 N� then �� 2 N�� for all �� and �� = ���(��) 2 N�� . This,the fat that ��(�p) = p� ��, (8) { (10) and (13) verify (T0B) and (T0C) exept theQ-ondition, whih we verify now. Fix a �(n)1 -formula '(u; v) and some �q 2 N�� .Pik some �� suh that �(��) 2 C(�) \ �� and �q 2 rng(����). Let ����(q�) = �qand ��(�q) = q. If N�� j= '(�; �q) for o�nally many � < �� then N�� j= '(�; q�) foro�nally many � < �� sine ���� is �(n)1 -preserving. But then the Q-ondition for���;� guarantees that N� j= '(�; q) for o�nally many � < � .It remains to verify that �� 2 T0. Clearly, �� 2 S(0). Furthermore, the strutureJE���� is good, as follows from the preservation properties of ��. The ordinal �� is thelargest ardinal in JE���� and is regular there. So we onlude that �� 2 S(1) and�� = �(�� ). In the following we rule out the possibilitiy �� 2 T1. If �� were in T1then �� would be a suessor ardinal in N�� , say �� = �+N�� and (�; �q) would bea divisor for N�� strong above �� where �q is some bottom part of p�� if N�� fails tobe pluripotent and �q = d�� if N�� is pluripotent. 6 Let �� 2 C(�) \ ��. The pair(�; �q� ��) would be in the range of ���� , say (�; �q) = ����(�; q�) where q� is a bottompart of p�� � �(��) or q� = d� � �(��). 7 By (b1) or (b2) of Lemma 1.12 and thefat that ���� is �(n)1 -preserving, the pair (�; q�) would be a divisor for N�� strongabove �(��). Contradition, as �� 2 T0. This ompletes the veri�ation that C(�)is losed.In the following we show that C(�) is unbounded in �, granting that � is notthe largest element of S�. Let � 0 2 S� be larger than � . Then � is regular in5In fat, min(p �N ) � �(�). This follows from the fat that � is a ardinal inW , as �� is ardinal-orret in W . So atually !%n+1Q = !!Q = � = !%n+1�N = !%!�N and �p = p �N = �(pQ). However,these fats have no relevane in showing that () in the Condensation Lemma does not our.6The reader may onsult (2) in setion 1.3.7Reall that d�N = dN � �; see the disussion below De�nition 1.3.



36 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANJE�0� 0 . 8 Choose an ordinal �� < �. In JE�0� 0 , we an arry out the standardelementary hain onstrution to get a fully elementary substruture X � N� suhthat (�� + 1) [ f�; pN� g � X and �� = X \ � 2 �. Letting �N be the transitiveollapse of X , the inverse to the assoiated ollapsing map �� : �N ! N� is fullyelementary. This is more than suÆient to transfer all information about the �nestruture of N� to �N , as this information is �rst order expressible over N� in theparameters � and pN� . Letting �p 2 �N be the ��-preimage of p� , we onlude that!%n+1�N = �� < !%n�N , all lauses (8) { (12) are satis�ed with urrent ��; ��; �N and�p, �p = p �N , and �N is solid and sound. 9 Here (8) and (9) follow for urrent ��and �� from the fat that X \ � = �� and the rest is a diret onsequene of thefull elementarity of ��. We apply the Condensation Lemma to �� : �N ! N� andonlude that �N = N�� where �� = ���1(�) if � 2 �N 10 and �� = ht( �N) otherwise.This time, the failure of () in the Condensation lemma fails follows immediatelyfrom the fat that �N is sound.It remains to verify that �� 2 T0, sine the rest goes through as before. But thisis an immediate onsequene of the full elementarity of ��: If �� were in T1 then(�; �q) would be a strong divisor for N�� where � is a ardinal predeessor of �� inN�� . Using the full elementarity of �� and (b1) or (b2) of Lemma 1.12 we onludethat (�; ��(�q)) is a strong divisor for N� , a ontradition with the fat that � 2 T0.This shows that �� = �(�� ) 2 C(�) and �� > ��, and thereby ompletes the proof ofthe unboundedness of C(�) in �(�).One we know that C(�) is unbounded in �, it follows that every � < � is inthe range of some ���;� ; it suÆes to �x some � < � suh that � = ~hn+1� (�; p� ) andhoose �� so that �(��) > �. As a diret onsequene we obtain� =[f�00��;���; ��� �g;whih veri�es the last lause of (M3) and thus ompletes Case 1 in the veri�ationof (M3). ut((M3), Case 1)8Reall that E� = E� 0 � � , see (2) in the de�nition of S�.9The present notation is onsistent with that used above.10Sine �� is fully elementary, � 2 rng(��) in this ase.



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 37Case 2: � 2 T1. Towards the losedness of C(�), we again onsider a limitpoint �� of C(�) and show that it is in C(�). This time M� is a protomouse, ��is the ardinal predeessor of � = �(�) and #� < �. If there is some ��� � with�� 2 T0 then, by (T1C), we also have a ~� � � with ~� 2 T0 and ~� = �(~� ) = #� . Bythe disussion at the end of the previous subsetion, the set f��; ��� �g splits intotwo intervals, namely [�̂ ; ~� ℄ and (~� ; �). Aordingly, C(�) splits into two intervals,namely C(~� ) and C(�) \ (~�; �). But we already know that C(~� ) is losed, as thisfalls under Case 1. Thus, no matter whether there are ��� � that are in T0 or not,it suÆes to onsider the ase where �� > #� , i.e. where �� = �(�� ) for some �� � �suh that �� 2 T1.We again have a linear diagram 11hM�� ; ���;� 0 ; ��; � 0� � & �(��); �(� 0) 2 C(�) \ (~�; ��) & �� < � 0i:We form the diret limit of the above diagram with the diret limit struture �Mand the diret limit maps ���� :M�� ! �M . We also de�ne the map �� : �M !M� inthe anonial way. The following list summarizes relevant information about theseobjets. Most of the lauses below are obtained in the same manner as in Case 1,but some require an additional explanation. In the following we assume that �� isas above, i.e. ��� � and �(��) 2 C(�) \ ��.(i) �M is well-founded and we will onsider it to be transitive.(ii) All maps ���� : M�� ! �M as well as �� : �M ! M� are �1-preserving ando�nal, and ���;� = �� Æ ���� .(iii) ����(�(��)) = ��.(iv) r(��) = �� and ��(��) = �.(v) �M is a oherent struture and #( �M) = #� = #�� .(vi) h�� (� [ f�qg) = �M for �q = ����(q�� � �(��)). 12(vii) ��(�q) = q� � �� .(viii) For every � 2 �q there is a generalized witness Q�;�q�M 2 �M for � with respetto �q and �M .11We onsider ~� = 0 if f��; ��� �g \T0 = ?.12Of ourse ����(q�� � �(��)) is independent of ��.



38 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANThe maps ���� and �� in (ii) are �1-preserving, as all maps ���;�� are �1-preserving;the o�nality of �� is a onsequene of our hoie of �� to be larger than #� . Thishoie of �� also guarantees (v). The preservation properties of the maps ���� give therest. Regarding (vi), we additionally apply the fat that h��(�(��)[fq��g) =M��for all �� as above. To see the last lause, we apply the fat that for eah �� 2 q��there is a generalized witness Q�;q��M�� 2M�� with respet to q�� and M�� . The restis standard.Our aim is to prove that �M =M�� where �� = ��+ �M = ����(��). Here we apply oursubstitute for the Condensation Lemma, namely Lemma 1.15, to the embedding�� : �M ! M� . Assumptions (a) { () of the lemma were veri�ed above. We willargue that onlusion (A) of the lemma must apply, and thereby obtain that �Mis of the form �N(�; �q�) where �N is the ollapsing struture for �� and �q� is suhthat �q = �q� � ��. Thus, �N = N�� and �M = N�� (�; �q�); the lemma also tells us that�� = �(�� ) and �q� is a bottom part of p�� � �� or �q = d���� .To see that onlusion (B) in Lemma 1.15 fails, argue by ontradition. Assumingthat (B) holds, we have �� 2 ~hn+1�N (� [ f�r; �q; �g) where �N = N( �M), n = n� and�r = p �N � �(E �Mtop). By Proposition 1.13, we an �nd some funtion f 2 JE# and� < � suh that �� = E �Mtop(f)(�q; �) where E = E �M and # = #( �M) = #� . Let��� � , �� < �� be large enough suh that �� 2 T1. Then #�� = #. Sine ���� is�1-preserving and f; �; �q 2 rng(����), we onlude that �� 2 rng(����). This is aontradition, as �� = r(����).Reall that �q� = p�� \ max(�q + 1) if N� is passive or ative with �(EN�top) > �and �q� = d �N otherwise. To onlude that �M = M�� , we have to verify that (�; �q�)is a divisor for N�� strong above ��. Here we apply Proposition 1.13; see also thedisussion onerning (4). Let x � �(E �Mtop) be in the hull ~h�� (� [ fp�� � ��g). ByProposition 1.13 we an �nd a funtion f 2 JE��# and an ordinal � < � suh thatx = E �Mtop(f)(�q; �) where # = #( �M) = #� . Sine �� is �1-preserving and the identityon ��, ��(x) = EM�top (f)(q� � �(�); �). Again by Proposition 1.13, now used in thereversed diretion, we onlude that ��(x) 2 ~h� (� [ fp� � �(�)g). As (�; q� ) is adivisor for N� strong above �(�) and �� is the identity on �, we apply (S2) andonlude x \ � = �(x) \ � 2 JE�# = JE��# . If N� is ative and EN�top = � we proeedsimilarly but work with d�� and d� instead of p�� and p� . This proves that the divisor



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 39(�; �q�) for N�� is strong above ��, and thereby ompletes the proof that �M = M�� .It follows that �� 2 T1; that �� � � is witnessed by the map ��. So �� = �(�� ) 2 C(�),whih veri�es the losedness of C(�).Finally we prove that C(�) is unbounded in �. The struture of the argumentis the same as in Case 1. Given �� < �, we pik some � 0 > � in S� and usethe elementary hain onstrution inside JE�0� 0 for some to onstrut a oherentstruture �M , and ordinal �� < �, a �nite set of ordinals �q and a fully elementaryembedding �� : �M !M� suh that:(i) �� = r(��) > �� and ��(��) = �.(ii) #� = #( �M) < ��.(iii) !%1�M = ��.(iv) ��(�q) = q� .(v) �M = h �M (�� [ f�qg).(vi) For every � 2 �q there is a generalized witness Q�;�q�M 2 �MThe �rst lause here is again guaranteed by onstrution, as � 2 rng(��) and isregular in JE�0� 0 ; the rest follows from the full elementarity of �� and the fat that weput � and q� into the range of ��. Exatly as in the above proof of the losedness,using Lemma 1.15 and Lemma 1.12 we then show that �M = M�� where �� = ��+ �M .To see that onlusion (B) in Lemma 1.15 does not apply in this ase is easierthan in the proof of losedness, as it is an immediate onsequene of (iii) above. Itfollows that � 2 T1, �� < �(�� ) and �� � � . This ompletes the proof that C(�) isunbounded in � in Case 2.The veri�ation of the rest of (M3) is easy and pratially the same as in Case 1.ut(M3)Remark. Case 2 in the veri�ation of morass axiom (M3) is the only plae in theentire onstrution where we make use of requirement (T1C) from De�nition 2.4,and the situation arising in that argument is the very reason why we introdue(T1C) in the de�nition of morass ordering and morass embeddings. As alreadyindiated at the end of the last setion, the issue here is that we do not see howto verify that �M is a level of M� in the situation where � 2 T1, n� = 0, �Mis a pluripotent premouse, M� is a protomouse suh that r(E �Mtop) = r(EM�top ) isthe ardinal predeessor of both �� and �(�), and there is a �1-preserving map



40 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMAN�� : �M ! M� that also preserves all relevant parameters. This happens beause ofthe lak of any kind of ondensation lemma that ould be applied in suh a situation.The way we approah the issue is demanding the existene of the largest ~� 2 T0that is a �-predeessor of � , as this allows us to apply the standard ondensationlemma, namely Lemma 1.4. The largest ~� that is a �-predeessor of � is preiselythe ordinal ~� satisfying #~� = #� as demanded in (T1C). Of ourse, the questionarises whether (T1C) is not too strong, that is, whether ~� as above exists. Wewill see in veri�ations of morass axioms (M4) and (M5) that suh ~� exists in allrelevant situations.Axiom (M4). Assume �� � � and let � 0 < � be the supremum of �00��;� �� . Ouraim is to show that �� � � 0. 13 We will again onsider two ases.Case 1: � 2 T0 and it is not the ase that N� is both pluripotent and r(EMtop)is the ardinal predeessor of � in N� (equivalently, in W ).Obviously, the same applies to N�� . Let n = n� . The Interpolation Lemma ([21℄,Setion 3.6) applied to ���;� : N�� ! N� yields a transitive struture N 0 togetherwith maps �� and �0 satisfying:� �� : N�� ! N 0 is �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal;� �0 : N 0 ! N� is �(n)0 -preserving;� r(��) = �� and ��(��) = �;� r(�0) = � 0 and �0(� 0) = � .We would like to use the Condensation Lemma to argue that N 0 = N� 0 . For this,we need to verify �rst that N 0 is a premouse of the same type as N� and N��(note that both these strutures are premie of the same type). This follows frompreservation properties of the maps �� and �0. Here we verify merely that N 0 is apotential premouse, whih redues to proving that EN 0top is a total extender on N 0whenever N 0 is ative. If n > 0 this follows from the fat that �� is �2-preserving. Ifn = 0 and r(EN�top) � � we have r(EN��top) � ��, and the onlusion follows from thefat that ��, being a oarse (pseudo)ultrapower ([21℄, Setion 3.6) embedding, maps�� o�nally into � 0. This observation is sort of trivial, but we deided to inludeit, as this is the plae whih makes Case 1 di�erent from Case 2, and the issue13We are, of ourse, omitting the trivial ase � 0 = � .



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 41that arises in Case 2 at this plae is the reason for introduing protomie in theentire onstrution. In the remaining ase we have � def= r(EN��top) < � where � is theardinal predeessor of �� = r(��) in N�� . It follows that both strutures N�� andN 0 ontain the same subsets of � and �� is the identity on this power set. 14 Thisveri�es that N 0 is a potential premouse. That N 0 is of the same type as the twoother premie and that it satis�es the initial segment onditions, follows from thelemmata in [21℄, Setion 9.1.Now, using the soundness and solidity of N�� and the preservation properties ofthe embedding ��, we onlude:(i) N 0 = ~hn+1N 0 (� [ f��(p�� )g);(ii) !%n+1N 0 � � < !%nN 0 ;(iii) N 0 is solid;(iv) ��(p�� )� � = pN 0 � �;(v) N 0 is sound above �.The veri�ation of these fats is standard. Clause (i) follows from the soundness ofN�� and the preservation degree of ��. Clause (ii) follows from (i), lause (iii) followsfrom (ii) ombined with the �rst part of the Condensation Lemma 15 , (iv) followsfrom (i), the solidity of N�� and the preservation degree of �� and (v) follows from(i) and (iv). The arguments are the same as in Case 1 in the veri�ation of (M3).Now we an apply the seond part of the Condensation Lemma to onludethat N 0 = N� 0 . This amounts ruling out lauses () and (d) in the CondensationLemma. To see that () fails, notie that () would imply that N 0 is not soundabove � whih ontradits (v) above. To see that (d) fails, notie that (d) wouldimply that N 0 is a proper initial segment of Ult(N� ; E�� 0), so its ultimate projetummust be at least � 0. This ontradits (ii) above. It follows that N 0 is the initiallevel of N� ollapsing � 0, so N 0 = N� 0 . Obviously, N� 0 is a proper initial segmentof N� , as we are assuming that � 0 < � .14Atually, all of this is vauous: The argument at the beginning of Case 2 shows that � < ��is never the ase if � 0 < � , but this information does not simplify the proof in the present ase.15Reall that this is Lemma 1.4



42 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANSummarizing the results, we have just veri�ed (T0B) and (T0C). 16 To see that� 0� � , it suÆes to prove that � 0 2 T0. But this follows by exatly the sameargument as in the veri�ation of (M3), Case 1.The veri�ation that � 0� � is now omplete. The equality ���;� 0 � �� = ���;� � �� isan immediate onsequene of the fat that �0 � � 0 = id. ut((M4), Case 1)Case 2: Either � 2 T0 and N� is pluripotent and r(EN�top) is the ardinalpredeessor of � in N� or else � 2 T1.Either of these two options yields:�� 2 T0, i.e. N�� is a pluripotent premouse.(16) ��� = �� def= � is the ardinal predeessor of �� in N�� (and of � in N� ).(17)In the former ase where � 2 T0 this is just obvious. In the latter ase where � 2 T1,it is lear that � is the ardinal predeessor of �� in M�� . What we have to verify isthat M�� = N�� is a pluripotent premouse. That is, we have to show that �� 2 T0.Assume for a ontradition that �� 2 T1. Then #(M�� ) = #(M� ), sine #(M�� ) < ��.It follows that the domains of EM��top and EM�top agree, so ���;� , being the identity onthese domains, mapsM�� o�nally intoM� . Let H� (x; y; w; z) be a �0(M� )-relationsuh that for every parameter p 2M� we havey = h� (x; p)  ! (9z)H� (x; y; p; z):For � < ht(M� ) de�ne a partial funtion g�� : JE�� ! JE�� and a sequene of ordinalsh�(�); � < ht(M� )i byy = g�� (x)  ! (9z 2 JE�� )H� (x; y; q� ; z)and �(�) = sup(� \ (g�� )00�):Obviously, eah g�� is an element of M� , so �(�) < � , as � = �+M� is a regularardinal inM� . Furthermore, the sequene h�(�)i� is monotoni and onverges to � ;the latter follows from the fat that h� (�[fq�g) =M� . Let g��� and �� (�) be de�nedin the same way over M�� . Then ���;� (g��� ; �� (�)) = (g���;� (�)� ; �(��� ;� (�))). Thus, if�� < � , we an �nd some � suh that �(�) � �� and, by the o�nality of ���;� , some16We omitted the trivial veri�ation of the Q-ondition.



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 43�� with ���;� (��) � �. It follows that � > ���;� (�� (��)) = �(��� ;� (��)) � �(�) � ��, whihtells us that ���;� maps �� o�nally into � . We have thus reahed ontradition withour assumption that � 0 < � . ut(16),(17)Following the same strategy as in Case 1, we apply the Interpolation lemma tothe map ���;� :M�� !M� . We obtain a transitive struture M 0 and embeddings ��and �0 satisfying� �� :M�� !M 0 is �0-preserving and o�nal;� �0 :M 0 !M� is �0-preserving;� r(��) = �� and ��(��) = �;� r(�0) = � 0 and �0(� 0) = � .Sine M�� is a premouse, the �rst two lauses immediately imply that M 0 is aoherent struture and(18) #(M 0) = �� < � = �+M 0 :To see the equality on the left, reall that bothM�� andM 0 are amenable strutures,so by the o�nality of �� we haveEM 0top =[f��(EM��top \ JE����(�)); � < ��)gwhere �� is the ultrapower embedding assoiated with Ult(JE���� ; EM��top ). The maps��(EM��top \ JE����(�)) and EM��top \ JE����(�) have the same domains for eah � < ��, whihimplies that also EM��top and EM 0top have the same domain, i.e. #(M 0) = ��. ut(18)From the soundness and solidity of M�� above �� and (DP1) we obtain thath�� (��[fq��g) =M�� and for eah � 2 q����� there is a generalized witness Q�;q��M�� 2M��with respet to q�� and �. Standard methods then yield:� M 0 = hM 0(� [ fq0g) where q0 = ��(q�� � �).� For eah � 2 q0 there is a generalized witness Q�;q0M 0 2 M 0 with respet toq0 and M 0.This veri�es the assumptions of Lemma 1.14. It follows that N 0 = N(M 0) isthe ollapsing level for � 0 in N and (�; q0) is a divisor for N 0. The former easilyimplies that N 0 = N� 0 . The latter follows from the fat that � is atually theultimate projetum of N 0, so q0 is a bottom part of p� 0 or q0 = d� 0 . To see that



44 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANM 0 =M� 0 we verify that (�; q0) is strong for N� 0 . 17 First onsider the ase where�(EN�top) > � where N� = (N� 0)�(�; q0), i.e. N� is the ollapsing level for �� inN� 0 . This is equivalent to saying that EN�0�� = ?. Now use riterion (S2) from thedisussion of strong divisors in setion 1.3. If a � � is an element of the transitiveollapse of ~h� 0(�[fp� 0g) then, using the notation desribed in (4), a is of the formEM 0top(f)(q0; �) \ � for some � < � and a suitable f . Sine �, f and a are essentiallysubsets of �, they are not moved by ��, so��(a) = a = EM 0top(f)(q0; �) \ � = �� �EM��top (f)(�q � ��; �) \ �� :This tells us that a = EM��top (f)(�q � ��; �) \ �, so a 2M�� . But �� is a ardinal in M�� ,so in fat a 2 JE���� = JE�0�� � N�. By (S2), (�; q0) is strong for N 0. If EN�0�� 6= ?,the argument is the same, but uses the version of (S2) for dN�0 .We have thus proved that �� � � 0. The above disussion veri�es (T1A) and (T1B);(T1C) is trivially satis�ed, as we an let ~� = �� . So �� = ���;� 0 . ut(M4)Remark. It is this very last part of Case 2 in the veri�ation of morass axiom(M4) where we make use of the fat that the divisors used in our onstrution arestrong. There are only two plaes in the entire onstrution of Gap-1 Morass wherethe requirement on strongness is used in a substantial way; this is one of them. Theother one is in the veri�ation of morass axiom (M5) where an interpolation is used.In the ase of (M0) { (M3) it is possible to avoid the use of strong divisors and usedivisors of the form (�; q) with shortest possible q instead. However, we do not seehow to show that the divisor (�; q0) for N 0 that arises in the interpolation argumenthas shortest possible q0 among all divisors of the form (�; q) for N 0 unless we workwith strong divisors. This is aused by the fat that the two interpolation mapsfail to have suÆient preservation degree that would allow us to use Lemma 1.12to transfer the information on strongness of the respetive divisors from M� orM��to M� 0 .Notie also that the situation in Case 2 above is a reason for introduing pro-tomie into our onstrution. If bothM� andM�� are pluripotent premie suh thatr(EM�top ) = r(EM��top ) is the ardinal predeessor of �(�) (and so the ardinal pre-deessor of �(�� )) then the struture M� 0 that arises in the interpolation argument17\Strong" is in this ase equivalent to \strong above �".



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 45is neessarily a protomouse even though the inputs in the argument are premie.We thus arrive at the situation where where �� 2 T0 and � 0 2 T1. It should benoted that the situation in Case 2 above and the analogous situation in Case 2in the veri�ation of (M5) onstitute the only reason for introduing protomiein our onstrution. That is, in all other arguments throughout the onstrutionprotomie never arise in situations where inputs are premie.Finally note that the interpolation argument gives rise to situation that is re-quired in (T1C), that is, we have �� � � 0 where � 0 2 T1, �� 2 T0 and #�� = #� 0 . Reallthat we inluded (T1C) in the de�nition of the morass ordering and morass embed-dings sine without (T1C) we don't see how to verify axiom (M3) in the ase where� 2 T1 and �� 2 T0 is suh that �(�� ) is a limit point of C(�). Reall also that theissue here is that we do not have any ondensation lemma allowing us to onludethat if �� : �M !M� is a suÆiently preserving map and �M is a premouse then �M isa level ofM� . Ideally, we wish we ould arrange that all �-predeessors of elementsof T1 are again elements of T1, but we have seen above this is not possible. Sowe have to deal with two issues simultaneously: We have to allow �-predeessorsof � 0 2 T1 that are in T0, and at that same time we must make sure that if some�� 2 T0 is a �-predeessor of a � 0 2 T1 then we also have a �-predeessor �� of � 0that is in T0 and satis�es the requirement #�� = #� 0 . The argument in Case 2 aboveas well as that in Case 2 in the veri�ation of (M5) guarantee this.Axiom (M5). Assume that �� ; � and �̂ satisfy the hypothesis of (M5). We will�nd �̂ as in the onlusion of (M5). At some point, our proof will break up intotwo ases: � 2 T0 and � 2 T1. By our earlier alulations, in the �rst ase, wewill have that �� ; �̂ 2 T0. As we pointed out earlier, in the seond ase both �� 2 T0and �� 2 T1 are possible. In both of these subases, it turns out that �̂ 2 T1. Theveri�ation uses the hypothesis of (M5) that the range of ���;� is unbounded in � .To simplify the notation, we will write � for ���;� and � 0 for �(�� 0) whenever�� 0<0 �� . We will use an interpolation argument to onstrut N�̂ and the map ��̂ ;� .In order to satisfy the assumptions of the interpolation lemma, we need to �nd �̂ ,a struture J Ê̂� and �0-preserving maps�00 : JE���� ! J Ê̂� and �01 : J Ê̂� ! JE��



46 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANsuh that �00 is o�nal and �01 Æ �00 = �. Notie that these requirements togetherwith the o�nality of � imply that �01 is o�nal as well.Notie that for eah �� 0<0 �� the ordinal �̂ 0 as in (M5) is unique. From theargument in the veri�ation of morass axiom (M2) we obtain that if �� 0; �� 00<0 ��with, say �� 0 < �� 00 then E �̂ 0 = E �̂ 00 � �̂ 0 and��� 0;�̂ 0 � JE���� 0 = ��� 00;�̂ 00 � JE���� 0(19) ��̂ 0;� 0 � JE�̂0�̂ 0 = ��̂ 00;� 00 � JE�̂0�̂ 0(20)where �̂ 0� � 0, �̂ 00� � 00 and �(�̂ 0) = �̂ = �(�̂ 00), as guaranteed by the hypothesis of(M5). This allows us to setJ Ê̂� = [fJE�̂0�̂ 0 ; �̂ 0� � 0 for some �� 0<0 ��g�00 = [f��� 0;�̂ 0 � JE��0�� 0 ; �� 0� � 0 for some �� 0<0 ��g�01 = [f��̂ 0;� 0 � JE�̂0�̂ 0 ; �̂ 0� � 0 for some �� 0<0 ��gFor �� 0<0 �� we have �� 0� �̂ 0� � 0, and sine the maps along the branhes of the morassordering � ommute,� � �� 0 = ��� 0;� 0 � �� 0 = (��̂ 0;� 0 � �̂ 0) Æ (��� 0;�̂ 0 � �� 0) = (�00 � �� 0) Æ (�01 � �̂ 0):As an immediate onsequene we obtain(21) �01 Æ �01 = � � ��and all three maps are o�nal.We are now ready to apply the Interpolation Lemma. We again onsider twoseparate ases.Case 1: � 2 T0.In this ase �� 2 T0 by (T0A). From the Interpolation Lemma we obtain aoherent struture N̂ , and maps �10 and �11 where eah �1i is an extension of �0i ,and: � �10 : N�� ! N̂ is �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal at the level n;� �11 : N̂ ! N� is �(n)0 -preserving and o�nal at the level n;� �11 Æ �10 = �



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 47where n = n� = n�� . It follows that both maps �10 and �11 are �(n)1 -preserving.The o�nality of �10 is a onsequene of the fat that the maps � and �10 areo�nal and � = �11 Æ �10 . The o�nality of both � and �11 follows by a standardargument from the fat that these maps are �(n)0 -preserving, map �� o�nally into� , resp. �̂ and �� � ~h�� (�(�� ) [ (p�� � �(�� ))). [For �, the argument runs as follows:Sine ~h�� is a good �(n)0 (N�� ) funtion, it has a funtionally absolute �(n)1 de�nition,say y = ~h�� (x; p�� � �(�� )) i� (9zn) �H(zn; x; y; p�� � �(�� )) where �H is �(n)0 (N�� ). If!% = sup(�00!%nN�� ) < !%nN� and H is �(n)0 (N� ) by the same de�nition as �H, weould de�ne a funtion h mapping �(�) o�nally into � by letting y = h(x) i�(9zn 2 JE�% )H(zn; x; y; p� ��(�)). This funtion would be an element of N� , whihis impossible, as it would ollapse � inside N� .℄N� is a premouse and �11 is �1-preserving if N� is of type A or B and �(1)1 -preserving if N� is of type C. Sine premousehood is a �2-property in the formerase and �11-property in the latter ase, N̂ must be a premouse of the same typeas N� . It may be instrutive to see diretly that a situation where protomie resultfrom an interpolation argument analogous to that in the veri�ation of (M4) doesnot arise here. It annot happen that N� and N�� are pluripotent and their topextenders have a ommon ritial point � that is the ommon ardinal predeessorof �(�) and �(�� ), as the fat that � maps �� o�nally into � would imply that �is ollapsed inside hJE�� ; EN�top \ JE�� i 2 N� where � is the image of #�� under theultrapower map by EN�top. 18 Using the soundness and solidity of N�� , standardarguments yield:(i) N̂ = ~hn+1N̂ (�̂ [ fp̂g) where p̂ = �10(p�� � ��).(ii) For every � 2 p̂ there is a generalized witness Q�;p̂N̂ with respet to p̂ and N̂ .(iii) !%n+1N̂ � �̂, p̂ = pN̂ � � and N̂ is sound above �̂ and solid.Regarding (iii), that !%n+1N̂ � �̂ is immediate by (i). From this ombined with the�rst part of the Condensation Lemma we obtain the solidity of N̂ . One we knowthat N̂ is solid, (i) and (ii) yield p̂ = pN̂ � �, and thereby also the soundness of N̂above �̂ ([21℄, Lemma 1.12.5).Now we apply the Condensation Lemma to the triple �11 : N̂ ! N� and onludethat N̂ = N�̂ . Here we proeed exatly as in the disussion of the losedness of18This an be seen by an argument of the same kind as in the previous paragraph.



48 ERNEST SCHIMMERLING AND MARTIN ZEMANC(�) in (M3), Case 1. It suÆes to rule out possibility () in the CondensationLemma. As in that argument we show that () would imply ~hn+1N̂ (� [ fp̂; �g) = N̂where � is the ardinal predeessor of �̂ in N̂ . Then � would be the ardinalpredeessor of �(�� ) in N�� , so � < �(�� ) = r(�10). Sine �10 is �(n)1 -preserving and�[ fp̂; �g � rng(�10), we would obtain rng(�10) = N̂ . But �10 , being an extension of�00 , has ritial point ��, a ontradition.One we know that N̂ = N�̂ , the veri�ation of the fat that �̂ 2 T0, as well asthat of the Q-ondition, is literally the same as in (M3), Case 1. The key pointhere is that �11(�; �̂; p�̂ � �̂) = (�; �; p� � �) where � < �̂ and that �11(d�̂̂� ) = d��whenever appliable. ut((M5), Case 1)Remark. We would like to point out that in the above argument, we are unableto prove that !%!N�̂ = �(�̂ ). Thus, it may happen that this projetum is theardinal predeessor of �(�̂ ), even in the ase where !%!N�� = �(�� ). It may namelyhappen that the single ordinal in pN�̂ \�(�̂ ) is not in the range of �10 . The situationhere an equivalently be desribed as �� � �̂ where �̂ is the largest element in S�(�̂).Veri�ation of (M5) is the only plae in the entire onstrution of a Gap-1 Morasswhere it may happen that we introdue ordinals that are of the form max(S�) forsome �, even though the inputs are not of this form. Veri�ations of all otheraxioms an be arranged so that starting from � < max(S�) we produe an ordinal�0 that is smaller than max(S�0).Case 2: � 2 T1.In this ase M�� is either a protomouse or else a pluripotent premouse suh thatr(EM��top ) = � = r(EM�top ) is the ommon ardinal predeessor of �(�) and �(�� )and #� = #�� = �(�� ). 19 From the interpolation argument we obtain a oherentstruture M̂ , and maps �10 and �11 where �1i is an extension of �0i for i = 0; 1, and:� �10 :M�� ! M̂ is �0-preserving and o�nal;� �11 : M̂ !M� is �0-preserving and o�nal;� �11 Æ �10 = �.19That #� = #�� follows by an argument similar to that at the end of the paragraph immediatelyabove (i) in Case 1.



CARDINAL TRANSFER PROPERTIES IN EXTENDER MODELS 49It follows that both maps �10 and �11 are �1-preserving. The o�nality of thesemaps an be veri�ed as in Case 1. [In fat, there is another way of seeing this: Justreall that #�� = #� and, by onstrution, this value is equal to #(M̂). The restfollows from the fat that we deal with oherent strutures and both maps �10 and�11 agree with the identity map up to #.℄Our aim is to prove that M̂ = M�̂ . The main tool we are going to use forthis purpose is Lemma 1.15. In the following we verify the assumptions of thelemma. First notie the important fat that M̂ is a oherent struture whose topextender is not weakly amenable sine #(M̂) = #�� � �(�� ) < �̂ = �+M̂ . Thisan be seen similarly as in the veri�ation of Case 2 in (M4) or diretly using the�1-elementarity of �11 . Using an argument analogous to that in the veri�ation of(M4), Case 2 we obtain:(i) M̂ = hN̂(�̂ [ fq̂g) where q̂ = �10(q�� � ��).(ii) For every � 2 q̂ there is a generalized witness Q�;q̂M̂ with respet to q̂ and M̂ .Both lauses follow from the orresponding properties ofM�� . This veri�es assump-tions (a) and (b) in Lemma 1.15; assumption () is obviously satis�ed as �11Æ�10 = �.We an thus apply Lemma 1.15 to the triple �11 : M̂ ! M� . To get the desiredonlusion, we verify that onlusion (B) in the lemma does not apply. Here weproeed as in Case 2 in the veri�ation of (M3), applying Proposition 1.13: Letting# = #(M̂) = #�� = #� and E = EM̂ , we �nd a funtion f 2 JE# and an ordinal� < � suh that �̂ = EM̂top(f)(q̂; �). We then get a ontradition by observing that�̂ 2 rng(�10), whereas �̂ = r(�10). Notie that unlike in the ase of (M3), here wealso have to onsider the situation wehre �� 2 T0. Due to our notation, both ases�� 2 T0 and �� 2 T1 are treated the same way.Finally we have to verify that the divisor (�; pM̂ \ �(EM̂top)) for N�̂ is strongabove �̂ = �(�̂ ), but this an be done exatly as in the veri�ation of (M4), Case 2.ut(M5)This ompletes the onstrution of a Gap-1 Morass in L[E℄.Referenes[1℄ Andretta, A., Neeman, I. and Steel, J. R., The domesti levels ofK are iterable, to appearin Israel Journal of Mathematis
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